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ICE BUSINESS GMBH... 
...IS YOUR RELIABLE AND COMPETENT PARTNER FOR ARTIFICIAL ICE RINKS.
OUR CLAIM IS USING HIGH-QUALITY TECHNOLOGY FOR THE PROFESSIONAL ICE RINK SECTOR, 
FOR MOBILE ICE RINKS FOR EVENTS AND ICE RINKS FOR RECREATIONAL PARKS 
AND SHOPPING MALLS. 
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„The Ice Business Product Catalogue is one of the most complex 
on the market for the ice rink and refrigeration industry and 

perfectly reflects through its variety our wordwide experience. 

From complete permanent turnkey ice rinks for international 
ice hockey championships to spare parts and ice skating accessories,

you can find it all in the following pages.

Klaus Scherrieble,
CEO

 

To build ice rinks is our passion!“

Proud to represent the following catalogue based on more than 
25 years of experience in the industry.

................................
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Our claim is using high-quality technology for the 
professional ice rink sector, for mobile ice rinks for 
events and ice rinks for recreational parks and 
shopping malls. 

Many years of experience with refrigeration and 
ice rink technology is your guarantee for a 
successful collaboration. 

By operating our own ice rinks, we are in a position 
to pass on to our customers our knowledge gained 
by experience, and positively implement it, not only 
from a technical point of view but from a financial 
one as well.

We build mobile and permanent ice rinks 
“made in Germany” around the world.

We generate two-thirds of our Revenue from ice 
rink equipment in the growth regions of southern 
and Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. 

Precision “Made in Germany”:
Technical know-how, creative thinking, high 
motivation, and the flexibility of our employees, as 
well as optimal manufacturing are pillars of our 
company strategy. 

Ice Business GmbH 
is your reliable and 

competent partner for 
artificial ice rinks.

Our qualified and technically experienced team offers 
our customers first-class consulting with innovative 
and energy saving solutions. 

We put individual customer wishes into practice. 
Additionally, the continuous training of our employees 
is a fixed component of our company philosophy, 
which helps us prepare for the future.

Ice Business works with both experienced partners 
from the countries where ice sports were born and 
modern products from the latest technology, as well 
as a large assortment “around the rink”. 

This technological edge brings a clear advantage in 
performance and cost savings to our customers.

Environmental protection is of great importance to 
Ice Business. For this reason, Ice Business offers 
the highest possible environmental standards and 
works according to the rulebook of the IIHF, ISU, 
ASHRAE and DIN 18036. 

We look forward to a successful collaboration.

We’re right where you need us!

Company

Ice Business GmbH - Global Player
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ICE BUSINESS GmbHICE BUSINESS GmbH

Regensburg, Seat of the corporation Ice Business GmbH
*
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Our experienced team of engineers, architects, and project managers 
handle the complete planning of your ice rink.
Beginning with a floor design ideally suited for 
the conditions, complete with track pipes, 
insulating layers, if necessary additional 
permafrost heating for the foundation, up to the 
corresponding refrigeration equipment with all 
connecting lines, necessary tanks, measuring 
and safety devices, as well as fittings.

All necessary drainage for the ice tracks, 
run-off water channels, floor drainage, and snow 
dumps for the hall and its ancillary areas. 

The necessary hot and cold water supply for the 
ice rink, the water tank for the ice resurfacing 
machine and the permafrost heating for the 
foundation.

We plan and coordinate your ice rink from A to Z, and guide you 
through to the completion.

Ice hockey boards with or without glass and 
protective netting, complete with the necessary 
measures for securely anchoring it into the floor.

Dehumidifying equipment for the hall is designed 
by us based on the relevant requirements and 
conditions.

Of course, we can also create the entire space 
planning with the required surfaces and building 
services installations for the necessary 
operating spaces such as changing rooms, 
engineering rooms, storage rooms, food 
service, or skate rental.

Furthermore we can create a energy report for 
your whole ice arena.

Planning

Planning, order nr. - 10010
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Ice Rinks for Arenas, Sporting Centers and Leisure Parks

We plan and build permanent ice rinks for all 
user requirements.

They are suitable for all types of ice sports, like 
ice hockey, figure skating, speed skating, curling, 
ice stock, public skating etc.

We offer a variety of selections for floor design, 
different dasher board systems, and necessary 
accessories around the ice and alle possible 
ice rink sizes according to various customer 
requirements.

We offer different variations for outdoor ice rinks, 
with roof or with tent cover, as well as ice rinks in 
buildings either half open or closed.

We are happy to advise you on the best solution 
for your requirements and objectives.

In contrast to our portable ice rink, the piping of 
the permanent rink is normally installed directly 
the conrete. 

Also for both types of ice rinks we use differently 
designed floor constructions.

Permanent Ice Rinks

Permanent Ice Rinks, order nr. -10020
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Temporary Ice Skating Events in the City, Town Squares, for Ice Shows etc.

Our portable ice rinks are available in different 
sizes and variations. We can install our mobile 
ice rinks for our customers either on a public 
place or town square, but also in a hall or 
shopping mall.

We just lay the mobile piping directly on the 
floor. For saving energy costs we recommend 
our customers an additional wooden floor with 
insulation.

Our patented pipe system features fast 
installation and removal times as well as good 
heat conductivity from the aluminium pipes.

Of course, we offer special solutions here, too. 
Our system allows integration of fountains, trees, 
or other obstacles in the designated surface of 
the ice rink. 

Mobile Ice Rinks

Mobile Ice Rinks, order nr. - 10030
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Ice Rinks in Shopping Malls are One of our Core Competences

Our ice rinks for shopping malls feature structural 
flexibility and unique design. 

We offer complete furnishing of your ice rink with 
ice rink piping, refrigeration units, boards, and 
equipment.

Special for ice rinks in shopping malls, we have 
creative, attractive boards in the programme 
which are flexibly adaptable to their environment 
in design and choice of colours. 

Even though we recommend choosing a 
permanent ice rink for shopping centres, it is still 
possible to implement a portable, temporary 
variation.

Ice Rink in the Shopping Mall
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Ice Rink in the Shopping Mall, order nr. - 10040
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Our Goal is to offer our Customers economical and environmentally-friendly Chillers
with a Power Consumption as low as possible while Maintaining Optimum Performance. 

We always have the right Solution for all Types of Ice Rinks, for Arenas, Sports Centres, 
Recreational Parks, Shopping Centres, Indoor Ice Rinks, or Outdoor Ice Rinks etc.
For most applications the version of an air-cooled 
water chiller for outdoor use becomes important. 

The equipment is available in varying levels of 
performance and is selected based on the size 
of the ice field.

By equipping it with at least 2 compressors and 
2 refrigeration circuits and redundant double 
pumps in the glycol circuit, the operational 
reliability of the equipment is guaranteed.  

Depending on the requirements, the refrigeration 
unit works with screw compressors, scroll 
compressors, or reciprocating compressors.

The machines work in an outside temperature 
range of -20°C to +45°C problem-free,  

and can also provide sufficient cooling 
performance in warmer regions with water supply 
temperatures of -10 to -12°C in the glycol circuit. 

The ice temperatures are freely selectable with 
a programmable controller for public or ice 
hockey operation. 

Environmentally-friendly, chlorine-free HFC 
refrigerants (mostly R 404A) are used in the 
chiller. 

A low-viscosity coolant reduces the drive energy 
of the pumps to a minimum. 

Depending on usage requirements, the 
machines are equipped with energy-saving 
components such as a winter kit or deheater 
(heat recovery for warm water supply)

Refrigeration and Service

Refrigeration and Service
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Refrigeration and Service

For large ice stadiums with a main arena and training 
arena, usually the chiller is installed in the 
machine room. 

Advantages are:

The access for staff (operating and 
checking several times a day), as well as the proximity 
to the other technical rooms, such as the garage for the 
ice resurfacing machine.  

Such split systems have the condenser (= heat 
exchanger) not directly on the cooling machine itself, 
but the condenser is located outdoors.

- 9 -

Cooling Systems in 
Machine Room 

Up-to-date cooling technology from specialists – refrigeration 
custom-made! Ice Business is known around the world as the 
specialist in complete ice rink design solutions.

 

The compact devices are complete refrigeration 
machines with integrated condenser.

Advantages to this solution are:

-  space saving 
- less refrigerant charge (better for the environment) 
- lower assembly costs 

Chiller in a Compact 
Design
 
 

Cooling Systems in Machine Room, order nr. - 20010

Chiller in a Compact Design, order nr. - 20020
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Refrigeration and Service

Ice Business offers its own fleet of chillers in container 
form that are available to our customers for mobile ice 
rinks. 

In addition, we work with the world’s largest renters of 
portable chillers in the field of mobile ice rinks, 
companies Carrier and Aggreko. 

We have been co-operating with Carrier and Aggreko 
for many years now and we rent a large quantity of 
chiller units every year and so we can give our 
customers the best terms and an optimal 
round-the-clock service. 

Option:  

A GSM module conveniently sends any error messages 
right to your cell phone by text message.

Chiller Rental

NOISELESS VENTILATOR OPERATION from ultra-
quiet “Flying Bird Technology“  (Regulated noise level)

Our rental chillers are equipped with the ultra-quiet 
Flying Bird-Ventilator and guarantee super-quiet 
operation. 

A wheel made of composite material with a rotating 
shroud disconnects air leaks between the ventilator 
blades and the shroud, offering an extremely low noise 
level without spikes in the lower frequency range. 

A tower chassis limits vibration transmission to the rest 
of the structure. A two-level motor automatically selects 
the lowest ventilator speed if the external temperature 
and heat load are lower, such as at night.

Noises were never so discreet!
 
The chillers are rented including the following 
accessories: pump, buffer tank, water hoses, power 
cable, etc.

- 10 -

Rental Chiller (Aggreko), order nr. - 20030

Rental Chiller (Carrier), order nr. - 20030
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Refrigeration and Service

Energy savings possibilities by using the waste heat 
generated by the chiller 

Some of the waste heat resulting from refrigeration can 
be recycled with a deheater. The deheater (in the form 
of a heat exchanger) is integrated into the refrigeration 
circuit in front of the condenser. 

This way the heated refrigerant can release the 
otherwise unused waste heat to the water cycle. 

The following fields of use are available:

- Heating of water for ice resurfacing machine 
 and snow pits
- heating of permafrost piping system (if available)
- Preheating of warm potable water

The recyclable energy is estimated at about 15% of the 
refrigeration unit's waste heat output. With this the 
heating energy costs for operator and customer can be 
significantly reduced.

Heat Recovery
 

Guarantee
For refrigeration systems planned and installed by Ice 
Business, we are the contact for our customers for the 
entire warranty period. We provide quick and easy 
handling of warranty issues.  

Maintenance
We recommend a yearly service for the refrigeration 
systems in order to prevent damage and downtime 
during the ice season. In so doing, items such as 
checking the wear parts and replacing them where 
necessary can be accomplished. 

Fill levels of refrigerants, glycol circuits, and lubricants 
are checked and filled if needed. 

Service
The most economical option is signing a maintenance 
contract with a technical company for a timeframe of 
multiple years (like for example 5 years).

We can give you contact to suitable companies close 
to you. This guarantees short travel times and a quick 
response in emergency situations.

Spare parts and accessories for refrigerant systems
Of course you can contact us for replacement parts and 
wear parts for your refrigerant systems.

Maintenance, Service, and 
Replacement Parts for 
Refrigeration Systems
 
 

Heat Recovery, order nr. - 20040

Service for Refrigeration Systems, order nr. - 20050
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Refrigeration and Service

Coolant, also described as brine, transports the cold 
energy through the pipelines in the ice piste.

We install either propylene or ethylene glycol, 
customised to the different installation requirements.
If the filling amount is reduced due to a repair or natural 
loss, this can lead to either an air buffer in the pipes or 
reduced pumping efficiency.

The result is reduced cooling power due to reduced 
output. Over the long term, this can damage the 
impellers in the pumps.

For these reasons, sufficient brine should be on hand 
for refilling. 

Likewise, you will receive appropriate reservoirs or 
storage tanks from us for open systems and glycol 
storage.

- 12 -

Coolant 
 

Tool for mixing water and glycol concentrate and for 
measuring the glycol content in the brine circuit.

Refractometer 
 
 

To locate leaks in the system as soon as possible, it 
is absolutely necessary to colour the glycol.

Generally, red dye is used for polypropylene glycol, 
and green for monoethylene glycol.

Glycol dye
 
 

Coolant, order nr.  - 20060 (Monoethylenglykol)
20070 (Propylenglykol)

Glycol dye, order nr. - 20090

Refractometer, order nr. - 20080
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Refrigeration and Service

If no appropriate power connection is available for the 
chiller, the electricity need can be met with a 
fuel-burning generator.

Advantages of Power Diesel Generator 
PowerPack Silent: 

-       Industrial diesel motor from Deutz and Volvo
- Synchronous generator for the best voltage
- integrated base frame tank
- Switch panel installed on device, emergency 
 power control available as an option
- Start battery installed on device
- thermomagnetic power switch as generator 
 protection and engine monitor
- digital display for volts, amps, hertz, operating 
 hours, oil pressure,
- operating messages and error messages
- system immediately operational
- integrated high-performance exhaust muffler and 
 supply air/exhaust air muffler mounts
- generator is completely weather-tight and 
 equipped with a soundproof housing,
- quiet model, only 75 dB(A)/10 m
- consumption according to size, approx. 50 l/hour

Generator
 

Mobile and temporary ice rinks are often installed in 
town squares, that means near densily populated 
residential areas. 

Here it is necessary to observe the regulatory 
requirements, which are prescribed in the respective 
countries.

That is why we offer our customers soundproof walls 
for their chillers. The customers can buy either mobile 
or permanent wall systems from Ice Business.

The walls can be used for mobile systems, but also 
installed for permanent chillers or other machines with 
acoustic emission.

Soundproof Walls

Generator, order nr. - 20100

Soundproof Walls, order nr. - 20130

Square tube stick Quadratrohrstiel Cover profile Abdeckprofil

Noice protection elements Structural steel 
with bearing
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Refrigeration and Service

The defrost process with a mobile oil heating with an 
output of 500 KW to 1200 KW lasts only a few hours 
(approx. 10 hours), depending on the thickness of the 
ice and the outside temperatures.

The heating system is installed together with a tank on 
a trailer. The trailer is placed directly next to the chiller 
so that the oil heat can be filled up and be connected 
with the cooling circuit.   

Portable ice rinks are usually defrosted overnight so 
that the disassembly can take place the following day.

Oil consumption is approx. 50 l/hour.

Oil Heat
 

Electric Heat
 

Mobile defrosting 
units are used mostly 

for temporary mobile ice rinks.
Such rinks are often located in a 
public place and generally must 

be removed as quickly as possible 
at the end of the rental period, 

because often other events 
are also planned at 

the same places.

 
Electric defrost heating is ideal for indoor portable ice 
rinks, such as in shopping centres or tents.  It can be 
used with the existing electrical connection for the 
chiller. 

Additionally, the electric heating system is space-saving 
and easy to transport, with a weight of only 200 kg on 
rollers.

Defrost Heating 150 KW:

Defrost heating with high performance instantaneous 
water heater 90 KW (2 x45 KW) and 60 KW (2 x 30 KW) 
heating and with two switch panels and pump.

Safety switch so heat circuit can only be turned on when 
the pump runs. total protection of the heat circuit with 
3 x 250 A pumps: 9 Qm / hr

Oil Heat, order nr. - 20110

Electric Heat, order nr. - 20120
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

Permanent Ice Rinks

Our permanent ice rinks can be used for skating 
12 months out of the year, such as in a shopping 
centre. However, they can be also used in a 
variety of ways in year-round operation. 

For operators, the end of the skating season 
opens up new possibilities for using the surface. 
For example, summer sports such as inline 
hockey can be played on the surface, or events 
such as concerts can be held.

Portable Ice Rinks

Our mobile ice rinks can be set up within two 
days for example for an event in the market 
place, such as Christmas markets or shows, 
and removed within one day.

A portable ice rink adds athletic and qualitative 
value to the community.Additionally, a portable 
ice rink animates people to skate and to do 
sports, you have fun and companionship on the 
ice along with conversation and relaxation!

Permanent Ice Rinks with Olympic measures

Refrigeration Piping for permanent and portable Ice Rinks as well as Insulation Systems

Multifunctionality

- 15 -
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

The pipes are insulated underneath for example with 
Styrodur so that no refrigeration energy gets lost. If there 
are rooms underneath the ice surface, a permafrost 
heating is necessary.

The installed system functions according to the 
Tichelmann pressure equalizing system. In the pipe 
layout per Tichelmann, the sum of the length of the flow 
pipelines and return pipelines is nearly equal at each 
point in the pipe system.

In principle, each water particle has to travel the same 
distance, regardless which path in the pipe system it 
takes. 

For corresponding dimensioning of individual segment 
distances, the Tichelmann system shows that a 
hydraulic adjustment is much simplified or almost 
unnecessary.

The total length of the piping for an Olympic-sized ice rink 
is about 22 km.

For permanent ice rinks we use PE pipes in concrete, 
this layer combines the concrete and the PE HD piping 
for cooling down the ice piste. 

For the connecting pipes from the refrigeration unit to 
the ice surface, a flow pipe and return pipe are used in 
PE HD PN 6. These pipes are provided with insulation 
including a steel jacket.

The flow pipe to the ice surface is usually installed on 
the front side in the collector trench. The pipes for the 
ice piste go in equal intervals to the flow pipes in the 
collector trench. 

A distance of 60 to 80 mm is maintained with the help 
of spacers between the flow pipe and return pipe, 
depending on the size of the ice rink. The lines for the 
ice piste piping have an external diameter 
of 20 to 25 mm. The pipe connections are welded. 

Plastic PE HD Piping in 
Concrete

- 16 -

Plastic PE HD Piping in Concrete, order nr. - 30010

Plastic PE HD Piping in Concrete
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

- The refrigeration layer must be seamless
High demand is placed on the level surface of the

refrigeration layer. The following deviations from the
levelling are allowed: 3 mm on the 4 m levelling board
and horizontal deviations are limited to ± 4mm.

- Concrete production must take place without
interruption

- Reinforcement
According to the static demands of a building the
concrete must be reinforced by steel inserts (reinforcing
steel).

Two layers are provided for an ice rink. The layers are 
installed directly underneath and on top of the piping. 
The mesh size and diameter of the steel rod mats 
depend on the expected weight load on the surface.

- 17 -

The following applies for manufacturing refrigeration 
layers out of concrete:

- the concrete quality must be at least B 25
Experience has shown that concrete of strength class
B35 (C 30/37) is best suited for the requirements of an
ice rink. This concrete is part of concrete group B II.

Concrete B 35 has a nominal tensile strength 
of 35 N/mm²

The resistance against frost of this concrete is the 
resistance to freeze thaw cycle in saturated status. 
Beton with high frost resistance must be waterproof and 
must have frost-resistant concrete additives.

The following applies for ice rinks: 

The concrete must have a temperature of -15 to +25°C 
(for halls) and -25 to +45°C (for open spaces, outdoor 
ice rinks).

Thermal conductivity of the steel concrete of 2.1 [W/mK]
Grain diameter of 0-16 mm Aggregates must not be of 
low density. 

Production of Refrigeration 
Layers out of Concrete 

Plastic PE Piping in Concrete, order nr. - 30010

Plastic PE Piping in Concrete, order nr. - 30010 (Shoping Mall)
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

Additional disadvantages of a sand layer:

If the ice surface is not used year-round, the uses for 
the surface in the off-season are severely limited.

Also the load-bearing capacity is lower during ice 
operation than with concrete. This is to be kept in mind 
for driving on the ice with heavy machinery (such as a 
cherry picker for events or changing light bulbs) 

Also the measurement of the ice thickness with a 
rechargeable drill and depth gauge is not without risk, as 
the sand does not protect the pipelines from drill holes.

Ice Business is also a specialist for ice rinks in hot countries.

The refrigeration piping made of PE pipes can either 
be moulded in concrete, or the lines can be embedded 
in sand.

Both methods have advantages and disadvantages. 
The sand bed variation is more economical. In addition, 
it has a lower total weight compared to the concrete 
variation.

The lower total weight can have a positive impact on the 
investment costs with regard to the static requirements 
on the entire structure. (for example, an ice rink with a 
sand bed in the fourth level of a shopping centre places 
fewer demands on the structure than an ice rink 
equipped with a considerably heavier concrete slab.

When there are leaks in the pipes, the accessibility with 
sand is better. However, the danger of damage is greater.

Plastic PE HD Piping 
in Sand

Plastic PE HD Piping in Sand, order nr. - 30020

Plastic PE HD Piping in Sand, order nr. - 30020
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

The ICE ice mats are designed to be stackable and 
space-saving and are assembled into special boxes. 
They are delivered along with the collection pipes, flow 
and return pipes and the connection pipes from the ice 
surface to the refrigeration unit. 

Our EPDM absorber mats are suitable for
- Ice production up to +8°C
- Good ice quality up to +12°C

with a max. wind speed of max. 1 m/s

The EPDM ice mats are connected to the collection 
pipes, and when rolled up next to each other form an 
absorber layer (this is the future ice piste). 

The EPDM ice mats consist of minute hoses (absorber 
surface). As a result, the mat has a large surface over 
which the cold is given off.

- 19 -

Instead of the PE-HD pipe system you can also choose 
to lay mobile absorber mats on the ice piste for freezing 
the water to ice. 

The black mats originate from solar technology and have
been tested for many years for swimming pool heating.

A special version has been developed for ice rinks by 
Ice Business. The difference is the white coating of the 
surface. The advantage for outdoor ice rinks is that the 
white coating reflects the sun’s rays more effectively, 
and thus decreases the thermal input.  

An additional advantage is that the colour of these white 
mats does not show through the ice layer, it can not be 
seen under the ice. So, the white mats are well-suited 
for special solutions, such as the piping of ice walls with 
a thin ice layer.

You can choose between mats with a pipe inner 
diameter of 7 mm or 9/10 mm.

EPDM Absorber Mats, 
rubber pipes, white

EPDM Absorber Mats, 
black

EPDM Absorber Mats, rubber pipes, white, order nr. - 30030

EPDM Absorber Mats, black, order nr. - 30040
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

The foldable aluminium ice rink guarantees that ice 
skating on real ice is possible in any weather, summer 
and winter, and in any conceivable location.

The aluminium system from Ice Business has proven 
itself especially suitable for the deadline requirements 
of events. 

Since our ice surface is completely foldable, we can 
offer quick set-up and removal for events. We can set 
up an ice rink with 1250 sqm in only three hours. 

No other system in the world can do this. 

Based on the high efficiency of the aluminium system, 
the ice formation starts after a few minutes. 

The formation of a completed, ready-to-use ice piste 
takes about twelve hours.

Aluminium pipes are generally used for mobile ice rinks.

The advantages are as follows: 

- better thermal transference compared to the
EPDM mats or a PE-HD pipe

- a short installation and removal time
- energy savings

The aluminium ice rink has the following advantages 
compared with the standard rubber system: 
- 100% ice guarantee up to + 25 C° / wind 1 m/s
- Good ice even with unfavourable weather

conditions and outside temperatures, such as
periods of warm weather

- Optimum cooling conductivity. In comparison, the
thermal conductive coefficient of aluminium is
thousands of times higher than that of rubber:
Aluminium 234 W/mk - EPDM rubber 0.04 W/mk

- extremely low energy consumption
- very short installation and removal time
- very good cost effectiveness

(price-performance ratio)
- fast ice formation
- strong, very reliable system
- stability, ice formation also under the refrigerant

pipes, so there are no holes in the ice
- proven quality
- environmentally friendly, no brine loss
- environmental management system according to

Norm ISO 14001
- The complete power consumption of your

aluminium ice rink is compensated for with CO2
neutral, green energy from our wind power stations

Aluminium Pipes

 

Aluminium Pipes, order nr. - 30050

foldable aluminium ice rink at the farewell tour of Katarina Witt

- 20 -
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

The modules of the ice path are laid onto the level 
surface and frozen. The building elements look a little 
bit like the paths of a Carrera car racing track.

The FunTrack can easily be connected to a standard 
ice rink, the customers have nearly unlimited 
possibilities to create their own paths. 

These paths can go for example around a monument or 
building and the customer can decide on the way and 
where it goes back to the main ice arena.

FunTrack – the mobile ice 
tracks from Ice Busines 

Normally you have to invest millions of Euro to realize 
such a permanent 400 m competition ice rink for sprint 
competitions. But Ice Business can offer their customers 
also a mobile type of rink, which can be opened in a 
very short time period of only 2 days.

Our customers can use this 400 m oval rink either for 
only a few days or install the aluminium system as a 
permanent one on a fixed location.

The aluminium system is a very flexible one and you 
can skate on the surface during winter season and can 
do all summer activities and sports during summer time, 
as for example roller-skating.

400 m Competition Ice Rink 

- 21 -

400 m Competition Ice Rink, order nr. - 30052

FunTrack – mobile track´s from Ice Business, order nr. - 30051
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

You profit from our detailed technical knowledge 

To maintain a nice and white ice surface in the mobile 
rink sector, a special artificial fleece in white, which is 
permeable to water, can be inserted into the ice. 

The result is a white surface without seeing dark pipes 
or gray concrete. If you use this fleece for outdoor ice 
rinks, you have a better reflection of the sun`s rays and 
thus the thermal absorption of the ice can be reduced.

An additional advantage for outdoor ice rinks is that you 
will not have any paint residues at the set-up location 
after thawing the ice rink.

Further advantages:

- high strength
- high water permeability
- long service life due to indestructible, up to 100%

recyclable polypropylene (PP)

White Ice fleece

 

White Ice fleece, order nr. - 30080

Our specially coated insulation foil with small air 
bubbles, similar to the protective foil for swimming pools, 
is pulled over the surface of the ice during closing times 
of the rink.

By insulating, the foil reduces the thermal exchange 
between the ice surface and the environment.

The use of the insulation foil during ice rink closing 
times leads to increased energy savings. 

The insulation foil is particularly recommended for 
warmer environmental temperatures, like in southern 
countries or in shopping malls.

Insulation Foil for the 
Ice Surface

Insulation Foil for the Ice Surface, order nr. - 30090
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

You profit from our detailed technical knowledge

We use a double-ply foil to lay it under the concrete-
cooling layer.

So the concrete-cooling layer can move without 
problems during thermal contraction.

For mobile ice rinks we use a special light and tearproof 
foil in white colour to build the waterproof basin under 
the aluminium pipes or the EPDM mats. 

Thickness of the foil only 150 mµ.

Glide Foil under the 
Ice Piste

 

Glide Foil under the Ice Piste, order nr. - 30100

Water Vapour Diffusion 
Barrier

Moisture-sensitive insulation materials must be 
protected against humidity / water vapour coming from 
the ground with special synthetic material, similar to 
natural rubber (polyisobutylene).

If we plan the ice rink floor construction for our 
customers, their ice rinks can be used for many years 
without problems. 

Water Vapour Diffusion Barrier, order nr. - 30110
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

We consistently work on the energy efficiency of our ice rinks. 
By installing the most modern technology and products we can 
significantly reduce the energy consumption. 

We use insulation made of Styrodur as a thermal in-
sulation for almost all of our permanent ice rinks in the 
floor design under the refrigeration piping in order to 
protect the ice rink from heat input from underneath 
the rink.

In addition, we use Styrodur for our portable ice rinks 
and are able to determine considerable energy savings. 
Styrodur is an optimum thermal insulation for all ice 
rinks around the world.

- Edge profile:  stepped
- surface:  smooth
- length x width mm: 1265 x 615
- gross density: 33 kg/m3
- strength:  50 mm
- thermal conductivity λD [W/(m.K)]:  0.034 λD

Styrodur Insulation 

Foam glass is our alternative to a ground insulation 
system for our ice rinks.

The thermal insulation in the floor must have sufficient 
compression strength as well as be able to stand up to 
the stresses and strains from the ground (dampness, 
humic acid, pests).  

Foam glass can also be used trouble-free under 
foundation panels as a load-bearing insulation against 
water pressure. Alternatively, the foam glass plates can 
be installed contiguously and flush jointed in hot 
bitumen in a compact process. 

- edge profile:  smooth 
adhesion with hot or cold bitumen

- surface:  smooth
- length x width mm: 1200 x 600
- gross density: 115 kg/m3
- strength:  50 mm
- thermal conductivity λD [W/(m.K)]:  0.041 λD

Foam Glass Insulation

- 24 -

Foam Glass Insulation, order nr. - 30130

Styrodur Insulation, order nr. - 30120
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

Variations with hot air or warm water:

This permafrost heating system runs with either hot air 
or warm water. The investment costs for the permafrost 
heating can be compensated for with economical 
operation and recycling of the heat exhaust 
(heat recovery) from the compressors of the chiller unit.

Electrical variation:

If there is little space available in the floor construction, 
the electrical variation can be used. 

It is very important to use a permafrost heating in the 
construction of ice rinks with real ice in buildings such 
as shopping malls. It serves the purpose of preventing 
a too strong cooling of the cover underneath.  

Otherwise the air moisture on the bottom of the cover 
could freeze and the spaces underneath could become 
damp. If ice rinks are installed on the ground level of a 
building, it can happen that the freezing of the soil layer 
under the cooling/concrete layer deforms the ice piste 
and the pipes.  

1. Concrete B 35, 130 mm
2. cooling pipes PE-HD, DN 25 x 2,0 mm
3. protection concrete 40 mm
4. insulation foil
5. protection concrete 40 mm, for example special

bituminous concrete
6. sealing, for example with bituminized felt V13
7. heat insulation (insulation layer against cold)
8. water vapour barrier
9. frost heave protection, warm water in sand or

poor concrete
10. gravel bed, for example according to grain-size

distribution curve 1 DIN 4095, diameter of the
grains 35 – 63 mm (anti-frost layer)

11. drainage – filter gravel, Ø 32 mm (filter bed
according to DIN 18035,5 ≥ 6 cm)

12. synthetic fleece
13. level / ground

- 25 -

Permafrost Heating  

Permafrost Heating, order nr. - 30140

Electrical variation, order nr. - 30150
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Ice Piste and Floor Construction

Exhibition room “Antarctic” for Klimahaus Bremerhaven 
(Climate House Bremerhaven) 

Ice Business completed the entire ice landscape in the 
form of the Antarctic and a Swiss glacier tunnel for one 
of the most imposing exhibition projects in recent times, 
the Climate House Bremerhaven 8° East. 

To build a replica of the ice floes we used our plastic 
PE-HD piping and for the construction of the icebergs 
we decided to work mobile white EPDM absorber mats. 

Auto salon in Detroit, 600 sqm aluminium ice rink and 
two 10 m high ice curtains!

Mercedes Benz – as usual – put on an excellent show to 
the most important auto salon in the world in Detroit. 
The cars and limousines were presented on an ice rink. 

In the background, two 10 m tall ice curtains glowed in 
all the colours of the spot lights. Even ice skaters and 
dog sleds were part of the shows.

We used 2 mobile ice piste systems, the aluminium 
pipes for the ice rink as presentation area for the cars 
and limousines and the EPDM absorber mats for the ice 
curtains.

Special Projects

Special Projects

Detroit, Special Projects, order nr. - 30060

Klimahaus Bremerhaven, Special Projects, order nr. - 30060 

We offer temporary systems in all sizes, more or less 
narrow and with various equipment. We can also deliver 
artifial snow for the piste.

With the cooling of our aluminium system the snow/ice 
layer remains and thus the surface does not need to be 
covered with snow daily, if at all.

An artificial piste for 
sledging in the middle of 
the city?

artificial piste for sledging, Special Projects, order nr. - 30070
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Snow Systems

Ice Business 
snow-makers run even in 

positive temperatures and 
produce snow when and 

where you need it!

Ice Business GmbH is your reliable and competent partner 
for artificial Ice Rinks and Snow Systems. 

“Traditional” snow guns (pressurised water guns) cannot 
always resolve the snow coverage problem, because 
they require the right atmospheric condition (tempe-
rature <0°C), which is not always guaranteed.

However, with the development of the “leisure” culture, 
snow and ice activities have maintained their appeal, as 
proved by the growing success of the snow-domes 
(bringing the mountains into the city) and the increase 
in the number of foreign visitors to the ski resorts.

All Weather - All Year 
Snow Systems
 

Eurolit Snow Machine
 

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010

Snow Machine, order nr. - 230011

The innovative technology of the all-weather snow 
systems developed by Ice Business offers a dynamic 
new solution: Ice Business snow-makers, with their 
own frigorific powerpack, run even in positive tempe-
ratures and produce snow when and where you need it!

It provides a reliable, ecological and economical solution 
to resolve snow coverage problems. 

The Ice Business  solution also meets the needs of 
operators of indoor ski domes who are looking to provide 
more comfort for their customers, but also to reduce their 
energy bills.

-  Powerful snow effect machine in a handy format
-  A large amount of snow flakes are thrown up to 2 m in the room
-  At constant use it creates a “blanket of snow” on the ground
-  The snow melts nearly without residues
-  Ideal for a "winter" in discotheques, theaters etc.
-  2.5 liter tank for continuous operation
-  Bracket for suspended mounting
-  Power supply: 230 V AC / 50 Hz 
-  Power consumption: 1350W
-  Snow output: 120 ml / min
-  Fluid consumption: 10 l / h
-  Dimensions (LxWxH): 510 x 330 x 355 mm
-  Weight: 11 kg

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010
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Snow Systems

How Does It Work ?

- Production of dry, sub-cooled ice crystals.
- Accumulation, for the foundation layer on the 
 slope and for its maintenance. 
- The slope is finished by grooming.

KEY POINTS OF ICE BUSINESS ALL WEATHER 
SNOW MAKERS.

Revolutionary for ski resorts operators, allowing them to:

- Schedule snow production
- Guarantee their snow activities programmes 
- Optimisation of the snow production in quantity 
 and quality (humidity level, temperature, thickness 
 of crystal), through the itec system.
- Reliability and security with the Snowtronic - 
 Snowvision remote control and monitoring.

All Weather - All Year 
Snow Systems
 
 

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010

Environmentally friendly: 

- Water without additives
- Water consumption spread over time - no 
 disruption to the ecological system. 
- Low pressure water system (2 to 4 bars): no need 
 to install costly and heavy hydraulic station. 

Energy optimisation:

- The electronic control system spec, used with the 
 energy optimizer system varix, controls electrical 
 consumption, acting in real time on its functional 
 parameters, according to weather conditions, 
 thereby improving the energy effi ciency of the 
 installation.
- In winter conditions, consumption of 25 to 
 35 kWh/m3 of snow produced. (For a density of 
 0.5 ton/m3) 

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010
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Snow Systems

Global Snow Solutions

Ice Business supplies global solutions, to produce snow, 
cool and dry the ambient air to between -2°C and +10°C 
inside a snow-dome, cool the floor and manage the 
cooling of an ice rink.

The functional parameters are adjusted constantly to 
obtain the best snow production and the system optimi-
ses its energy consumption, snow quality and the 
comfort of its users. 

It has been designed to be managed via a remote 
control system.

All Weather - All Year 
Snow Systems

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010

Snow Systems, order nr. - 230010

Snow from Ice Business

The concept developed by Ice Business is the result of 
a joint venture between several technologically innovate 
companies specialised in refrigeration and air conditio-
ning systems. 

Ice Business benefits from 20 years of experience in 
this field. Ice Business snow systems are the most 
advanced all-weather snow making machines on the 
market. 

An important part of Ice Business turnover is invested 
in research and innovation, particularly in the field of 
“easy to use machines” and energy savings, which has 
led to several patents being registered.

Snow tunnel, order nr. - 230020

Ice Business 
snow systems are the most 
advanced all-weather snow 

making machines 
on the market.
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Synthetic Ice

Of course, some of the atmosphere of a natural ice 
surface is lost with the synthetic product. Perhaps what 
is most missed is the subjective “ice feel”, however 
users are happy just to have the opportunity to skate. 

The properties of real ice are not yet completely able 
to be imitated in all facets. 

Our synthetic or plastic ice is made of polyethylene 
plastic with a special polymer composition which is 
spread out over special plates especially constructed 
for this purpose. 

The material resembles natural ice or artificial ice with 
its milky, flat white look and sliding properties. Water 
only comes into play for cleaning the surface.

The synthetic ice is especially practical for short-term 
events – completely independent of the time of year and 
weather conditions. 

The single parts of the synthetic ice sheet with our easy 
handling connector system can be installed in a very 
short time period and without any tools.

Synthetic Ice

Synthetic Ice, order nr. - 40010

Synthetic Ice, order nr. - 40010
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Synthetic Ice

Regular ice hockey training on synthetic ice increases 
body strength, speed, and endurance. With a regular 
training you can also ameliorate your technics how to 
play with a hockey stick and how to skate.  

For home use we offer affordable systems that are 
designed for either skating laps or for shooting and 
goalie training.

Our special cleaning machine, which rubs and sucks 
the surface at the same time, is especially produced
for cost-effective and time-saving synthetic ice rinks. 

However, synthetic ice also has a place in recreational 
sports as well as in the professional realms, as even 
some stationary training facilities are equipped with 
such systems. 

In addition to good training opportunities made available 
by a synthetic ice rink, we also offer this system for
training at home.

Advantages of the synthetic system:

- no energy costs
- no water necessary
- no antiblocking agents for the skates
- only little maintenance requirements
- suitable also for inline sports

Synthetic Ice

Synthetic Ice, order nr. - 40010

cleaning machine, order nr. - 40020

Synthetic Ice, order nr. - 40010
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Surfing

Discover the Trend Sport Surfing.

Surfing – to ride a wave on a surfboard - for many this 
dream remains unfulfilled. And for all the surfers who 
do not live by the sea, it remains only a holiday sport.

The desire for a wave - far away from any oceans – 
Ice Business has fulfilled it with the Surf Wave Tool.

If you are you looking for a sporting attraction and sen-
sational  asset for your adventure or amusement park? 
Take advantage of the revolutionary technology of the 
standing Surf Wave and make the trendsport surfing 
touchable in your park for young and old.

The Wave means surfing anywhere in the world, with-
out travelling to the ocean or searching for a riverwave.

Absolute beginners of any age can start their first 
experiences absolutely safe by using a grab-handle. 
Intermediates can ride The Wave, practice turns and 
take-offs, while  the experts rip the wave with jumps,  
threesixties and radical turns.

Beginners experience immediately a feeling for surfing, 
while experts can improve their surfing with longer and 
numerous rides.

We will gladly make you an individual offer tailored to 
your needs on your desired place of installation. 

Surf Wave

Surf Wave, order nr. - 230030

Design 

Your surf wave construction will be designed according 
to your wishes, depending if the pool is supposed to be 
installed over the ground, in the ground or be a part of 
an already existing pool. 

The sides of the system can be branded with foil lining 
or can be sheeted e.g. in a wood or aluminum look. For 
sheeting there is any option from wood, plastic, fibre or 
metal. Also for the pool-surrounding there are a number 
of materials that look great and are functional.

In order to add some atmosphere to the overall im-
pression of your surfing facility, the looks of super-
structures like changing rooms, reception counters, bars 
and shops will be kept Caribbean or classic modern.

Mobile and permanent

The tools are suitable for events and mobile temporary 
use, but can also be supplied as permanent installations. 

Far from the sea, so at any place on earth it is possible 
to enjoy surfing, or to try it or to train.

+49 (0)941 - 46 44 88 - 0

Surf Wave, order nr. - 230030
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Our dasher boards are produced in our own on-site 
locksmith shop, sized for you 
Ice Business manufactures professional, stable, 
self-supporting, and functional ice hockey dasher 
boards (30 x 60 m) in accordance with DIN 18036 
(this norm is the german basis for planning and 
design of ice sport facilities with refrigeration 
equipment for creating ice) and regulations of the 
national and international ice hockey associations 
(DEB, IIHF). 

Our dasher boards are modern, with latest 
technology and have been successfully deployed 
all over the world.

- curve radius    8 m 
- height of dasher boards   1.25 m
- height of safety glass   1.60 m
- length of segments   1.50 – 2.50 m

Professional Ice Hockey Dasher Board Systems - made in Germany!

The board elements are welded from robust 
galvanised steel sections of 40 x 2 mm, and clad 
with white PE 500 plastic (ultrahigh molecular 
polyethylene with UV stabiliser). 

For glazing the safety device we use special 
heat-processed safety glass (ESG, VSG) that 
offers the highest impact and shock resistance. 

There cannot be enough safety for ice hockey. 
The safety devices must be able to be relied on 
for all possibilities. Our dasher board glazing 
even holds when the puck is fired towards it at 
high speeds. You can feel safe behind it.

All of our dasher boards offer a billboard 
supporting device with a simple fastening system.

Dasher Boards

Professional Ice Hockey Dasher Board Systems - made in Germany!
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Dasher Boards

Model: Top Class 
 
Twin-hull Dasher Boards without Glass Holder

Our Top Class boards are the most exclusive boards in 
our range of products. This type of board meets the 
highest demands on performance and functionality. 

The robust design of the boards with double frames 
guarantees great stability under all stresses. 

We use only genuine glass panes of ESG or VSG in 
any thickness desired. The channel for the safety glass 
is within the board hull. 

The board is clad on both sides for visual reasons so 
that the steel construction is concealed from the outside.

This type of board has proven itself at large, 
international tournaments.

- 34 -

At these tournaments the flexible and expandable glass 
panes were used. 

Advantage: The risk of injury to the players is greatly 
reduced.

Due to constant development the optimum solution for 
a flexible, adjustable glass panel was found which will 
be a fixed component of the new Official 
IIHF Rule Book. 

Since our boards function without metal holders for the 
glass brackets, this technology is especially preferred 
by event coordinators, personnel, players, and 
spectators. 

A completely open view of the events and the ice 
surface is guaranteed. The board’s design, the 
construction, the technology, the flexible glass panels, 
in short the entire board technology is a product for the 
top class.

Model: Top Class, order nr. - 50010

glass supportFloor anchors view from the front view from the rear

Model: Top Class, order nr. - 50010
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Dasher Boards

glass supportFloor anchors view from the front view from the rear

Model: Profi Plus U
 

With the robust, self-supporting design of the boards, 
as well as the attachment to the floor, the board type is 
well suited for all ice rinks designed in accordance with 
the “International Ice Hockey Federation (IIHF)”. 

This model is also available with a white cladding to 
cover the the steel construction on the exterior.

Due to the self-supporting design of our boards, they 
are well-suited for renovating existing ice stadiums. 

The existing concrete refrigeration layer remains 
undisturbed during installation.

A new, modern dasher board in an older ice stadium 
affects a huge visual upgrade to the entire ice facility.

Elegant without Glass Holder

This type of board is distinguished by the slim board 
design. The construction from 100 x 40 mm thick steel
pipes gives the boards the high stability. 

Since this design, only 100 mm wide, incorporates the 
protective glass into the boards, no metal holders are 
needed for the glass panes. 

An open view of the playing field is guaranteed for the 
spectators, cameras, etc. Thus this technology is 
especially preferred by event planners, personnel, 
players and spectators. 

Model: Profi Plus U, order nr. - 50020

Model: Profi Plus U, order nr. - 50020
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Dasher Boards

Extra Slim with Glass Holders

Our standard boards are used in ice rinks around the 
world. This type of board is distinguished by a very slim 
board design. 

The construction from 60 x 40 mm strong steel pipes 
gives the boards increased stability. 

The glass attachment system is carried out with steel 
brackets that are screwed to the boards. Thus the 
protective glass panels can be installed in any desired 
thickness. 

This type of board is also well-suited for ice rinks 
designed in accordance with the IIHF.

Model: Profi 2000 L

glass supportFloor anchors view from the front view from the rear
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Available Options for our Dasher Board Systems:

- Player Boxes with benches
- Penalty Boxes with benches
- Timekeeper’s Box with timekeeping table
- Goal Judge box
- Raised Floor Walkways in the Players Boxes

for coaches
- Puck Safety Nets (colours: black, white, olive)
- Benches
- Racks for Hockey Sticks
- Billboards easily changeable
- Ice thickness locking system
- Bottle Holders and built-in Shelves
- Storage Carts for Board Components and

Safety Glass

Model: Profi 2000 L, order nr. - 50030

Model: Profi 2000 L, order nr. - 50030
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Dasher Boards

We can completely renovate your dasher board 
system. We can also supply individual parts such as 
doors and goals, or additional safety equipment.

Kick Plates 
Available in different colours and types.
Material: PE 300/500

According to the IIHF rule book, kickboards for league 
games must be yellow. For a better general view the 
colourful markings of the tranverse lines are 
incorporated into the kick plates. 

Tip: As an option we offer you kick plates with 
advertising messages incorporated into them. With this 
special technology the advertising information of your 
sponsor is still legible on the heavily-used kick plates.

Handrail
We are happy to supply you with a new handrail for your 
existing dasher boards. We manufacture it based on 
sketches and dimensions, and if desired, we can install 
it on your dasher boards. 

All colours and shapes are available.

Replacement Parts for 
Ice Hockey Dasher Boards 

PE Cladding 
We offer high quality maintenance and repair material 
for your dasher board system with the best terms. We 
supply first class plastic plates (PE 500, ultra-high 
molecular polyethylene with UV protection), bevelled, 
bored, or with a flat spot, according to your request.  

Upon request we can perform the exchange work 
on-site. If your dasher boards are exposed to sunlight, 
a plastic with UV stabilization must be used, so that the 
material does not warp.

Easy and fast to install, white 12 mm thick PE 300/500 
cladding.

- good water resistance
- reduced sliding friction
- higher impact strength
- good chemical stability
- no water absorption
- physiologically harmless

PE Cladding, order nr. - 50060

Kick Plates, order nr. - 50040 Handrail, order nr. - 50050

Handrail, order nr. - 50050
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Dasher Boards

Our glass and acrylic panels fulfil the requirements of 
IIHF and DIN 18036 (this norm forms the german basis 
for planning and design of ice sports facilities with 
refrigeration equipment for creating ice). 

For the safety device your dasher boards to stop flying 
pucks on we use special heat-processed protective 
glass (ESG, VSG) that offers the highest impact and 
shock resistance.  

In addition, our pre-stressed glass is non-sensitive to 
large temperature differences. If it should break due to 
high stress, it falls into very small pieces without sharp 
edges. This greatly reduces the danger of injury in 
comparison to normal glass.

Protective Glass - 
Shielding Systems

Measurements upon request, the standard thickness of 
the panes of tempered ESG glass is 12 mm. In the areas
directly behind the goals we recommend installing 
15 mm thick panes.

Laminated safety glass can also be used. This has an
extremely tear-resistant film between multiple glass 
panes, similar to the windshield in a car, so that in the 
case of breakage none of the glass particles fall on the 
ice surface. 

Synthetic glass (such as Makrolon) is easier and even
more stable. Over time it can become dull and get 
scratches from the puck, depending on the local 
conditions. For that case we have special acrylic cleaner.

Synthetic glass, order nr. - 50090

Protective Glass  ESG, order nr. - 50070

Protective Glass VSG, order nr. - 50080
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Dasher Boards

- material thickness of 2 mm
- UV stable waterproof
- Colours: black, white, olive (suitable for TV)

40mm mesh width
- with plumb bob on the underside

For ice hockey rinks, nets must be mounted in the end-
zones above the dasher boards and protective glass 
border to stop flying pucks.

For training or recreational ice rinks with ice hockey 
operation our nets are of course suited as an eco-
nomical alternative to glass shielding.

The metal parts for hanging, such as rails, wire ropes, 
and hooks, are included in our quote or can be 
obtained separately.

The dasher board upholstery serves as protection 
against impact for the borders of the glazing for the 
players boxes and avoides the risk of injury from fast 
check-in and check-out of the hockey players.
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Protectice Netting

Dasher Board Upholstery

Dasher Board Upholstery, order nr. - 50110

Protectice Netting, order nr. - 50100
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Dasher Boards

We are happy to manufacture printed billboards for 
your board advertising, made of PE, 1 mm thickness 
behind synthetic glass billboard protector. 

Since generally all professional hockey teams rely 
upon sponsor money, we have a well-engineered 
advertising technology on hand for you.

The billboard protector protects the ads on the boards 
from puck shots and dirt.

Our synthetic glass made especially for use here 
withstands temperature changes and pucks without 
breaking and is approx. 4 mm thick. If the billboard 
protector becomes worn, this can easily and eco-
nomically be replaced. 

The cost for reprinting the sponsor’s labels is avoided.
Sponsor ads can be affixed to the back side of the 
transparent panels for an upscale visual.

All Ice Business boards have a billboard protector 
device via notches in the handrail and kickplate. 

Billboards

Acrylic Billboard Protector

Our advertising technology puts the label of your sponsor 
in the proper light.

Acrylic Billboard Protector, order nr. - 50130

Billboards, order nr. - 50120
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Dasher Boards

The displays on our LED display boards offer a 200%  
better visibility on TV that the classic billboard. With 
adjustable brightness, players are not disturbed 
during play. 

Any ice hockey board can be converted to a digital LED 
display board. The animation or video ads can be 
changed in a minute.

More advertising surface:
Up to 25 displays can be deposited on a 5 m board 
(height: 1.25 m).

LED Display Boards

The future of dasher board advertising in ice hockey from Ice Business.

Advantages:

- Displays can be changed during pauses or
between the periods of the hockey game

- 10 times better visibility than regular billboards
(ads or animation are possible)

- if the ad is switched off, it looks like a regular board
- any ad in the system can be displayed during

the game

More revenue, less cost:

- lower costs for changing the ads
- lower production costs for the ads
- ads are simultaneously controllable in multiple

arenas with a central computer network
- simple creation of scenarios with adjustable time

for different ads.
- device for classic billboards without additional costs

LED Display Boards, order nr. - 50140

Control system LED Display Boards
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Dasher Boards

All of our board apparatuses are made of galvanised 
steel that can withstand the wear from daily use. 

We make the apparatus available to you complete with 
the required metal hardware.

For multi-purpose ice arenas the dasher board system 
can be removed, such as for music concerts. 

For better handling of the board sections we supply you 
with a storage cart of indestructible galvanised steel for 
the board elements and the glass. 

One cart carries approx. 14 board sections.

Hardware for Board Gates

Storage Wagon for Board 
Elements and Glass

Storage Wagon for Board Elements and Glass, order nr. - 50160
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Hardware for Board Gates, order nr. - 50150
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Dasher Boards

For frequent set-up and removal of the boards with 
glazing, this vacuum grip is very handy and quickly 
amortises with the faster set-up and removal times. 

Description:

- 4 – 6 vacuum plates, turning and tilting

Technical data:

- loading capacity of 4 vacuum plates: 334 kg 
- loading capacity of 6 vacuum plates: 500 kg 
- Individual weight: 58 kg 

- Movements:rotatable up to 180°, with automatic 
 locking with each ¼ turn
- tiltable up to 90°, with automatic locking in the 
 vertical position 

Safety equipment: 

- Dual circuit vacuum system per EN 13155 

Power supply: 

- 12 V battery

Puckmark Eraser
Removes puck marks from the boards and glass, and 
removes dirt from doors and walls in the entire arena.

Ultra Dash Blue
Aggressive dasher board cleaner for difficult jobs.
4 liter container

CitruCleaner
All-purpose cleaner for dasher boards and all around 
the arena. 4 liter container

Best Board Sealer
Put a coating layer of Eceed board sealer on your 
dasher boards to make clean-up easier next time.  
Apply two layers on your new dasher boards or one 
layer immediately after cleaning existing boards.
4 liter container

 

Glass Vacuum Grip
 

Cleaning supplies for 
boards

Ultra Dash Blue, order nr. - 50200
CitruCleaner, order nr. - 50210

Best Board Sealer, order nr. - 50220

Puckmark Eraser, order nr. - 50190

For ease of board cleaning, an electric board polishing 
machine is also available. 

Board Polisher
 

Glass Vauum Grip for forklift, order nr. - 50170

Hand- Glass Vauum Grip, order nr. - 50170

Board Polisher, order nr. - 50180
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Dasher Boards
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In speed skating or in short track skating, the skaters 
can reach speeds of up to 60 kmh. To avoid injury in 
case of falls, the dasher boards must be upholstered. 

Our protective cushions and protective mats 
correspond to the latest ISU rules for short track and 
speed skating.

Similar protective cushions are used for covering the 
endzone of our snow and toboggan ramps.

These portable dasher board elements can be set-up 
almost anywhere. They can be constructed in a few 
minutes and are usable indoors and outdoors.

The plates are made of compressed foam with an 
undercoating of high-quality vinyl. This material 
selection makes it very easy to transport. 

In spite of this, they have sufficient robustness to 
withstand the heavy stresses of ice hockey.  

With robust Velcro closures, you can connect the 
individual panels quickly and easily.

They are available in heights of 30, 55, and 105 cm.

Protective Mats for 
Speed Skating

Mobile Ice Field Separation

Mobile Ice Field Separation, order nr. - 50240

Protective Mats for Speed Skating, order nr. - 50230
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Dasher Boards

The latest development has made it possible to present 
billboards on the inside as well as the outside of dasher 
boards. This way the advertising surface is increased 
to 100%.

In addition, boards with double-sided ads deliver a clean 
image of the overall ice rink. The board sections are 
screwed together and have a 10 x 30 cm large base 
plate per section that is frozen solid into the ice. 

Even the boards of mobile ice rinks are solid as a rock 
with this proven technology.

Inline Hockey Variation
This type of dasher comes also in a variation with 
external board brackets that is used very often for inline 
hockey. 

For visual reasons, steel frames can be embedded into
the floor and the boards can be attached directly to 
them, instead using the external board brackets. 

The necessity of board holders is omitted.

Technical description:
- Board sections of steel pipes 40 x 40 x 2 mm
- element sizes of 2000 mm
- base plate per element of 300 x 100 x 2 mm
- height of dasher boards approx. 1050 mm
- clad with white 6 mm PE plastic
- handrail in blue 12 mm
- kickplate below in 150 mm high, blue, 10 mm thick

(handrail and kickplate also available in other
colours) with 6 mm notch for ad images

Above the devices for ad images on the inside and on 
the outside are from white PE, 10 mm thick with 6 mm 
notch for billboards. 

These dasher boards are very popular with our 
customers, as it features a large ad surface and high 
stability. 

+49 (0)941 - 46 44 88 - 0

Model: Mobile Dasher 
Boards PE-2plus, white

Model: Mobile Dasher 
Boards PE-2plus, white

Dasher boards for portable ice rinks, recreational areas, 
shopping malls, and ice shows

Model: Mobile Dasher Boards PE-2plus, white, order nr. - 50250

Model: Mobile Dasher Boards PE-2plus, white, order nr. - 50250
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Dasher Boards

Our portable transparent boards look just like the name 
sounds – the view to the ice surface is open. 

This type of dasher board is used above all for events 
and shows, as well as for use in halls. In addition, they 
are popular for inline hockey. 

The ad logos are usually applied with stickers on the 
glass panels. An ice rink with transparent boards gives 
the whole facility an upscale touch.

In spite of this, this model is available with an ad plate
attachment device on the inside and outside, and offers 
the best flexibility for the important financing of ice 
skating events.

Plastic boards with protective glass above the boards 
are often recommended for permanent indoor ice rinks, 
like those in shopping malls. 

For one, the rink can then be used as a hockey practice 
surface for youth teams, and for the other, it reduces the 
thermal input on the ice surface from draft or the climate 
control system. 

Comparable to our “Profi Plus” model, this incorporates 
the design of the safety glass within the boards. As a 
result, metal supports for glass brackets are not required. 

An open view to the playing surface is guaranteed for 
spectators, cameras, etc. The boards are also clad on 
the outside for the optical image.

Model: Mobile Dasher 
Doards PE-2plus, 
transparent
 

Mall Board

Dasher boards for portable ice rinks, recreational areas, 
shopping malls, and ice shows

Model: Mobile Dasher Doards PE-2plus, transparent, order nr. - 50260

Mall Board, order nr. - 50270
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Dasher Boards

Our very light and foldable show boards of 30 x 30 mm 
aluminium pipes and a cladding of light multilayer 
sheets are excellently suited as advertising media for 
figure skating shows.  

The boards are available with a interlocking system for 
adjusting the angle of the ad sheets and a Velcro 
closure for attaching the cladding to the outside. 

When folded, this system needs little space for transport 
and storage and is easy to handle thanks to its light 
weight. 

These boards were used for Katarina Witt’s farewell 
tour in 2008

With our dasher board lighting your ice rink will be an 
eye-catcher in the dark of winter. LED board lighting is 
installed behind the covering on your board, with 
multiple colour effects that you can control from the 
console. 

Ice Light gives your ice rink a really special 
atmosphere.

Show Boards

Ice Light, integrated LED 
Dasher Board Lighting

Dasher boards for portable ice rinks, recreational areas, 
shopping malls, and ice shows

Show Boards, order nr. - 50280

Ice Light, integrated LED Dasher Board Lighting, order nr. - 50290
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Dasher Boards

Our portable wooden dasher boards, approx. 1.05 m 
high, are the simplest and most economical dasher 
boards in our product line. 

They are lightweight and quick to assemble, with stable 
galvanised steel frame construction as the base for the 
wooden boards and handrail. The board sections are 
attached together and provided with base plates which 
are frozen firmly into the ice.

The approx. 72 cm high billboards made of 4 mm PE 
can be easily installed on the wooden boards with 
self-tapping screws. 

Wooden boards may fit in better in the middle of a 
Christmas market with wooden booths than 
plastic boards.

Our portable dasher boards can also be equipped with 
4 m high uprights, nets, goals, and artificial turf for a 
super stable football cage. 

Our football cage is suitable for indoor and outdoor use.
Since a ball in a cage never goes out of bounds, a very 
quick and technically demanding game can be played.  

There are additional variations – the cage can also be 
filled with sand and beach soccer can be played.

Our KickIt Cage Court was set up in front of the 
Brandeburg Gate for 4 weeks for the FIFA FAN Fest for 
the FIFA World Cup in 2006.

If you already have your own dasher boards, we can 
equip them with uprights, nets, goals, and artificial turf. 
Since we come from the field of ice sports, our materials 
feature extreme durability and long service life.

Please ask for a quote.

Wooden Boards

KickIt, Football Cage with 
Artificial Turf

Dasher boards for portable ice rinks, recreational areas, 
shopping malls, and ice shows

Wooden Boards, order nr. - 50300

KickIt, Football Cage with Artificial Turf, order nr. - 50310
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The future of ice paints and logos!
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Ice Business offers a premium line of quality ice 
paints specially designed and carefully formulated 
for reliable use by the ice making industry for all ice 
surface colour designs.

In professional ice hockey arenas the ice surface 
is coloured brilliant white, the lines are applied, 
and the labels of advertising partners are drawn 
on the ice.

Our Premium ice colours from USA are non-toxic, 
biodegradable powder colours that have been 
especially developed for reliable application on ice 
surfaces for figure skating, ice hockey, speed 
skating, or curling. 

The final touch for the ice surface.

Year after year, Ice Business supplies over 80 
ice rinks in Germany with Premium ice colours.
 
Approx. 80% of our customers have the colours 
and lines applied by our experienced ice maker. 
Of course, we can take care of the colour design 
of ice rinks for our international customers, too.

The high quality products from Ice Business are 
used around the world in more ice rinks that all 
other brands put together. In addition, Ice Business
is the preferred supplier to the NHL.

Ice Business Premium ice colours  

Ice Business Premium ice colours -The final touch for the ice surface

Premium Ice Paint
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Ice Business ice colours  

The appearance of Ice Business Premium White 
makes it really stand out from other colour designs 
(such as CaCO3 or chalk and dispersion colours) 
because of its colour intensity, energy savings, and 
ease of application. 

The high colour intensity is also highlighted by the 
special pigmentation (metal oxides are used). This 
gives it an unusual reflectability and a super white 
colour. 

As a result, outdoor ice rinks can save energy, as 
fewer of the sun’s rays are absorbed, which then 
requires less refrigeration.

Ice Business Premium White

Ice Business Premium White

Additional advantages are the limited snow 
formation on the ice surface and the improved 
thermal conductivity between the ice layer and the 
refrigeration circuit.

This also contributes to energy savings.

Based on these characteristics, Ice Business colours 
are used more and more frequently in ice rinks 
around the world. They have already been used by 
more than 30 NHL clubs and almost all clubs in the 
German national league.

Compared to other conventional ice colours:
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Lines and logos glow brilliantly with Ice Business colours on the 
premium white ice surface.

Ice Business Premium White, order nr. - 60010

Ice Business Premium Ultra White, order nr. - 60010

Ice Business Premium colors
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Ice Business Premium colours  

Premium Coat represents a new, innovative colour 
design for ice surfaces. This semi-transparent ice 
colour is excellently suited for events and ice 
shows. 

The ice surface can be prepared with spectacular 
colours (such as pink, blue, green, and yellow) 
within a few hours. 

The removal of Premium Coat takes only a short 
amount of time.

Premium Coat

Ice Business Premium Line Colours are a first 
class choice for applying lines for the playing field 
onto the ice.  

Ice Business Premium colours are biodegradable 
powder colours, specially developed for use on 
the ice. The colours have an intensive reflectability, 
so that the lines gleam and are brilliantly expressed 
with sharp contours.

Ice Business Premium Line Colours are painted 
and sealed according to the templates.

The lines have been profed of value many times 
and are used year afer year at the Olympic winter 
games, events, and ice shows.

Colour Kit for Ice 
Hockey Lines
 
 

The lines are applied and 
sealed on the Ice Business

Premium white surface 
with compasses, 

brushes and stencils.

Premium Coat, order nr. - 60020

Ice Hockey Lines, red, order nr. - 60030
Ice Hockey Lines, blue, order nr. - 60040

Ice Hockey Lines, goal-blue, order nr. - 60050
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Ice Business Premium ice colours  

Ice Business has over 30 years of experience in the 
design, production and installation of in-ice logos 
found in professional hockey rinks, olympic venues 
and local rink facilities. 

The latest computer software and printer systems 
allow a precise work method. The reusable logo 
stencils have been used world-wide in ice hockey 
arenas, curling clubs, and ice palaces for club and 
event logos. 

Furthermore, sponsor logos can be placed on the 
ice surface, making additional revenue possible 
for the ice rink.

Logo Colours and 
Stenciled Logos

Over 1,000 colours of paint utilizing the Pantone 
Matching System and special paintbrushes are 
available for the exact reproduction of the logos. 

Instructions for the logo stencil are enclosed 
making the application easy. Of course, you will be 
assisted and supported in the logo painting by our 
service team.

Conformable to the stencil print the labels are 
applied with Ice Business Premium colours.

Labels and stencils can be made in any colour, 
depending upon your wishes.

You can easily generate additional 
revenue with sponsor logos.

Logo stencils, order nr. - 60060
Logo colours, order nr. - 60070

 Promotion possibilities with Ice Business
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Ice Business Premium ice colours 

To give your logo a special effect, it can be 
applied with Black Light Ice Paint. This unique 
product gives your logos an usual luminance in the 
dark when a black light is shone on it. 

In normal lighting, the contours of the logos are 
still sharp.

Black Light Paint

Even the World Curling Federation championships 
are held on with Ice Business Products finished ice. 

Our experts apply the lines for curling onto the ice 
with exacting precision.

Curling Lines

 

Ice Business Premium ice colours are also used 
for speed skating track markings. For example, 
we make the ice for the renowned ice halls in 
Heerenveen or Groningen in Holland. 

The results speak for themselves!

Speed Skating Lines

 

Black Light Paint, order nr. - 60080

Curling Lines, order nr. - 60090

Speed Skating Lines, order nr. - 60100
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Ice Business Premium ice colours  

- Spray bar
- Rear sprayer
- Truline-Marker
- Carrier

Equipment for applying 
Ice Business Premium Paints

With us your ice will become Top Class

Spray bar, order nr. - 60120
Rear sprayer, order nr. - 60130

Truline-Marker, order nr. - 60140
Paintstick, order nr. - 60150

Hose, order nr. - 60160
Chassis, order nr. - 60170
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Ice Business Premium ice colours  

We are the leading supplier of in-ice logo 
technology, and offer a complete line of logos 
made of textiles. 

We use large-format, state-of-the-art digital 
printers so that we can guarantee the best possible 
print quality.

Our textile logos are reusable, have the proper 
water permeability, the colours work well in the ice, 
and the image quality is excellent.

These digitally printed logos are available in 2 m 
wide panels to help minimise the number of seams.

Our qualified personnel are happy to help you 
select a suitable material for your in-ice logo.

Textile In-Ice Advertising

Ice hockey
You will receive a set for two complete ice hockey 
surfaces. It contains the red and blue lines, all 
face-off circles, and the lines for the goal area. 

The material is water absorbent, and is clearly 
visible through the ice.

Curling
The set of markings for curling are made of PVC 
coated mesh, and thus can be used over and over 
again and is easy to wash. It contains the circle 
line, hog line, centre line, tee line, back line and 
rink separation line. 

The outer circle is available in either red or blue. 
There is also a reusable variation available made
of plastic sheets with holes, to help avoid air 
bubbles. 

Paper Lines

Textile In-Ice Advertising, order nr. - 60180

Paper Lines Ice Hockey, order nr. - 60190
   Paper Lines Curling, order nr. - 60200
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Ice Business Premium ice colours 

Ice Hockey Ice Rink

+49 (0)941 - 46 44 88 - 0
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Ice Business Premium ice colours 

Ice Hockey Lining

CENTER ICE SPOT
AND CIRCLE
All measurements in cm

END ZONE FACE-OFF
CIRCLE AND SPOT
All measurements in cm

DETAIL OF FACE-OFF SPOT
All measurements in cm

REFEREE CREASE
All measurements in cm

GOAL CREASE
All measurements in cm
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Ice Business Premium ice colours  

Curling Lining
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Water treatment systems

Ice Business Water System

The Ice Business system is specifically designed to provide 
high-quality water for the ice making industry.

This system by Ice Business is currently used in 15 NHL 
stadiums (Ice Business Premium Paints and NHL logo).

Advantages:

- Harder ice surfaces 
- Reduced snow formation 
- Higher thermal conductivity 
- Lower energy costs

The Ice Business system is a proven system (reverse osmo-
sis) for water treatment. It has been specifically designed 
to provide high-quality water for ice resurfacing. 

The use includes increased ice clarity, less maintenance, 
and higher surface temperatures. Ice Business Water-System, order nr. - 70010 

We work with and train your operators on how to properly utilize this 
equipment for an ice rink application.

When using reverse osmosis technology to remove 
minerals, the Ice Business sysem provides safe and econo-
mical flood waters. Essentially, it improves the ice quality 
and reduces operating costs. 

The system is used in the NHL and the Olympics, as 
well as by municipal hockey rinks, for speed skating, 
and for curling ice rinks.

About 12% of the refrigeration load and operating cost 
is used for the maintenance of the ice surface. The use 
of Pro-Ice water allows the facility to maintain with higher 
surface temperatures and a thinner ice layer.

Our systems removes impurities (minerals, organics) 
from the flood water, which leads to a "world 
class" sheet of ice. 

Demineralized water alone does not guarantee a better 
ice surace or lower operating costs. We complement this 
technology with the professional support of experienced 
engineers and ice makers.

Pro-Ice Water Treatment Package Includes:

- Pre-Treatment
- High Flow Membranes
-  Ice Quality System
- Storage Tank
-  Distribution System
- Skid Mount Package - (optional)

Key Benefits:

- Potential energy savings dependent upon 
 facility conditions.
- Speed skaters will experience improved times 
 (i.e. lower co-efficient of friction)
- Hockey players will enjoy the harder, faster ice 
 surface with less snow build-up
- Figure skaters will enjoy the improved ice 
 texture and visibility of edged lines
- Lines and logos will be brighter and more 

visible due to superior ice clarity

The standard Ice Business sysem is available in various 
model sizes and can be used for various demands.
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Water treatment systems

Clear Ice – the Innovation 
for Ecological Ice Rinks

Advantages for our 
Customers.

There are four good reasons to be interested in the 
production of demanding ice surfaces with the 
Clear Ice method:

- Increased energy savings for the 
 operating company
- Improvement in ice quality for the user
- More ice transparency  for effective advertising 
 surfaces
- No more lime deposits on the ice resurfacing 
 machine

The Clear Ice method degases and structures the water 
with a device that is installed as close as possible before 
filling the water tanks on the ice resurfacing machine.

It has no moving parts and uses a part of the energy of 
the form of the water supply so that the water is 
hydraulically treated. 

The Clear Ice system releases a large part of the 
trapped gases. In this way it changes the water's surface 
tension and viscosity. Crystallisation is visibly reduced 
after treatment.

Reduction in surface tension:

- The water flows better in to the cracks 
- Improved transparency and strength 
- The water temperature can be reduced to 20° C 
 based on the flow properties.
- Vastly increased energy savings for heating and 
 cooling at every ice treatment 
- Decreased maintenance times for the ice surface 

Effects from reducing the gas content:

- higher specific weight of the water 
- better thermal conductivity also means energy 

savings, the temperature of the ice surfaces can 
 increase by 2° C. 
- Increased ice hardness and toughness, higher 

resilience, the thickness can be reduced leading 
to additional energy savings. 

- Rink climate has less influence on the quality of 
 the ice surface 
- structured ice crystal formation reduces/limits 

crack formation 
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Less lime precipitation:

- The ice forms more quickly, reducing lime pre-
 cipitation which reduces friction from the skates 
- the transparency of the ice surface is improved, 
 likely to the satisfaction of the sponsors 
- You will experience a clean ice resurfacing 

machine without lime build up in the tank or 
 nozzles. 

This way the high precision of the machine is main-
tained for good creation of ice surfaces over a long 
period of time without maintenance on the spraying 
system. 

With Clear Ice nozzles you can apply the water very 
in a very shallow manner.

Clear Ice, order nr. - 70020

Clear Ice nozzle, order nr. - 70030
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Our resurfacing machines lead to a perfect ice surface!

Ice Resurfacing Machines for Ice 
Hockey Fields of 1.800 m² 

The Ice Business GmbH has developed an ice 
resurfacing machine for small ice surfaces and 
sells used ice resurfacing machines from the 
leading manufacturers such as Zamboni. 

For ice resurfacing of a standard ice surface 
(60 x 30 m), you can choose between different 
manufacturers and models in a variety of 
equipment variations. The basic functional 
principle is similar for all machines. 

For this reason, the criteria for selecting a 
machine are usually based on the type of drive. 

In order to be able to offer the right machine for 
any requirement, we offer models with electric 
engines (especially for indoor ice rinks), gas 
engines, or diesel engines. 

For ice rinks of this size, you require an ice resurfacing 
machine with a sufficiently wide shaving blade as well 
as enough water and snow tank volume.

For such standard ice surfaces, we offer reliable 
machines from well-known manufacturers. The used 
models are reconditioned in our workshop. 

These machines undergo a complete functional test. 
Worn or defective components are replaced.

Zamboni 525
The power pack. With gasoline or liquid gas. Robust 
and capable, with large water and snow capacity. 
Impressive hydraulic technology. 

Shaving blade 12,7 x 127 x 1956 mm.
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used ice resurfacing machine, - order nr. - 80010

Ice Resurfacing Machines  
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

Engo 270 SX: the best for speed 
engo Red Wolf is suitable for stadiums and outdoor 
rinks in natural or artificial ice with maximum surface 
of 1.800 m2.

Engo Red Wolf is an efficient ice-preparation machine 
with a basic equipment which concentrates only on the 
essentials. It has the most necessary whilst still offering 
futures of Engo. The workstation is designed ergonomi-
cally, the control is easily reachable and operated and is 
located in the driver's field of vision. The driver can enjoy 
good reactivity and good manoeuvrability of the engo 
machine. 

Key data:

- Patented rapid blade-change system
- Patented worms washing system
- maintenance-free A/C (Alternating Current) electric motors
- ICE BOOST - snow crusher for screw conveyors
- Colour touch screen with CAN-BUS controls
- Electric motor or powerful combustion motors (diesel, petrol, or LPG gas) with emissions values that are in line with current standards
- Snow tank capacity 3,0 m³, compressed 3,6 m³ with PE plastic sliding plates
- Water tank capacity from 750 l to 1.000 l
- Battery 80V 805Ah
- "EMERGENCY/OFF button
- Signaling sound when reversing, or when opening/closing the snow tank
- Contactless safety limit switch for snow tank and slides

engo 170 SX Elettra/Diesel, suitable for stadiums and 
outdoor ice rinks of average size with natural or artificial 
ice, with maximum surface of 800 m2.

Key data:

- Overall height snow tank up 2792 mm
- Overall length snow tank up 4455 mm
- Weight diesel - electric version 1900 kg - 3000 kg
- Blade width 1700 mm
- Water tank volume ca. 500 liter
- Snow tank volume 2,2 m3 compacted 2,8 m3
- Turning radius 3,7 m
- Version electric - diesel
- Autonomy with battery - approx. 10 surfaces (800 m2)
- Working surface of 600 m2 - 1000 m2

Ice Resurfacing up to 
1.800 m²

Ice Resurfacing up to 
800 m²

Our machines make ice for fun!

Engo 170 SX - Compact, order nr. - 80040

Engo Red Wolf - Compact, order nr. - 80020
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

Our electric ice resurfacing machine Silverstar with 
1.5 KW, 2 PS is just right for ice rinks up to 600 m². The
robustly built machine is very easy to operate. Your result 
is an optimal ice surface.

This machine has been used for many years for the 
“Holiday on Ice” ice dancing show. The machine is very 
good for mobile ice rinks indoor and outdoor and also for 
ice rinks in shopping malls.

Technical data:

- Power: 2 HP
- Width: 1330 mm or 1500 mm
- Length: 2600 mm
- Height: 1260 mm
- Cutting blade:  914 mm or 1219 mm
- Total weight: approx. 1.2 tonnes up to 1.5 tonnes

Silverstar Show Ice, Ice 
Resurfacing up to 600 m²

N-ice resurfacing machine M800

Technical data:

Dedicated to small and medium size ice rinks with surface 
up to 600 m²

Engines:
- LPG Kubota DF 972
Capacity 962 cm 3 liquid-cooled,
22 kW (29 hp) / 3600 rev / min

- Diesel Kubota D 902
Capacity 900 cm 3 liquid-cooled,
Power 16.1 kW (21.6 hp) / 3200 rev / min

- Electric motor:
48 V
Batteries: 345 Ah

4 wheel drive
Electrical system: 12 V
Speed   (forward and backward): 0-13 km / h
Water tank capacity: 300 liters
Snow tank capacity: 1,35 m3
Fuel tank capacity: 40 liters
Turning radius: 3.5 m
Wheels: 175/65 R14
Height: 1650 mm
Working width: 1600 mm
Working length: 3050 mm
Net weight: 1450 kg / 2100 kg n-ICE Electric
Working depth: 0.01 mm - 3 mm

N-Ice Resurfacing machine M800, order nr. - 80030

Silverstar Show Ice, order nr. - 80050
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

The Grisu, with a working width of up to 1000 mm, is a 
thermal ice smoother for smaller ice surfaces. With a 
low weight of approx. 50 kg, the burner is easy to 
remove by hand.  

The combination of the large productivity and the 
compact construction makes leads to a optimum result. 
The upper ice layer is lightly thawed with the smoother, 
so that a smooth and firm ice surface results from the 
resurfacing. 

The ice shavings however should be turned away in 
advance with the ice sliders. It is not necessary to use 
additional water. Thus you save time and personnel, and 
the ice surface does not become too thick. 

The Grisu is a patented invention of Ice Business GmbH 
and leads to an optimum result. 

Technical data:

- Type of Gas: liquid propane/LPG 
- Gas Supply: liquid gas bottles 
- Power: 110 kW 
- Gas Consumption:  8 kg per hour
- Ignition:  Battery 
- Working Width: up to 1000 mm 
- Weight: 50 kg 
- Capacity: approx.  1200 m² with 12 kg bottles
- resurfaces 300 m²:  in approx. 15 min.

Grisu 1000, Thermal Ice 
Smoother

„Hercules“ Sweeper 
 The ice shavings that result from skating must be 
removed from time to time. 

Our “Herkusles” is a motor sweeper with comfortable 
handling and efficient snow removal. Designed for long-
term work and especially for smaller ice surfaces up to 
450 m², the sweeper from Ice Business offers a 
maximum of operating comfort. 

With easy operability and balanced weight distribution, 
the machine is suitable for the icemaker.

Technical data:

- Engine: Briggs & Stratton, Industrial
- Power: 3.7 kW (5.0 HP)
- Working Width: 800 mm
- Speed: 3.2 km/h
- Drive Operation: 1 speed
- Brush Operation:  1 speed
- Weight: 82 kg
- Scope of Delivery:  snow sweeping brush set

Battery Sweeper 
for indoor ice rinks, battery operation is also available
- Output:   12 V
- Working Width:  85 cm
- Weight:    50 kg

Sweeper Typ „Herkules“, order nr. - 80090
Sweeper electro, order nr. - 80100

Grisu 1000, Thermal Ice Smoother 1000, order nr. - 80080
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

The regular use of an ice edger is required to avoid ice 
build-up on the dasher boards. Furthermore, reduces 
the pan effect, or an increase of the ice thickness on 
the edge and in the curved areas compared to the rest 
of the ice surface. 

Regular use of an edger gives a more even surface as 
well as an optimal ice thickness.

The designs differ from each other by drive, similar to 
the ice resurfacing machines. 

We offer:

- Gas
- electric
- electric and ride-on

powered edgers from brand name manufacturers.

The Ice Guard Edger holds a special spot in our product line.
Similar to ice resurfacers, the icemaker sits on the machine. 

From this point on, the vehicle is controlled and adjusted 
electronically. 

Dasher Board Edger

IB classic Hand Edger 

IB-336 Elektro

The classic edger from Ice Business that runs on 
gasoline is convincing with its well-engineered 
technology and clean operation. 

Sturdy gasoline engine
Honda GXV 340, 11 HP, low fuel consumption due to 
OHV technology. Service-friendly oil refilling and 
draining valves. Weight 89 kg.

Adjusting the depth of the cut is done smoothly from 
the handgrip. Working width of 450 mm, eight cutter 
knifes.

The plate with the four blades provides quiet running 
and saves the engine and blades.

Thanks to the adjustable dasher board guidance it cuts 
precisely to the millimetre along the dasher boards and 
achieves a clean and exact cut. Grounded and powder 
coated. 

An efficient machine with long working hours, easily 
adjustable and simple maintenance.A very environ-
mentally friendly machine from Ice Business.

Technical data: 

- Weight: 91 kg 
- Length: 72 cm 
- Width: 63 cm 
- Height: 117 cm (min 100 cm) 
- Engine: DC 36V / 2500 rpm 
- Battery: no maintenance 
- Cutting plate:   6 blades
- Charger: 230V, 50hz, 36V=6 Amp 

IB-336 Elektro Dasher Board Edger, order nr. - 80120

IB classic Hand Edger, order nr. - 80110
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

The Iceguard 550 is a battery-operated, self-propelled 
dasher board edger that offers many advantages over 
the traditional dasher board edgers. 

With a 55 cm cutting width, the option of adjusting the 
cutting angle, and an automatically adjustable charger, 
the Iceguard 550 delivers a perfect result with optimally 
low energy consumption.

The machine is equipped with a 6 kW electric motor for 
the cutter. The propulsion comes from a 12V, 160A 
battery that is designed for high performance 
applications

The Iceguard 550 is a user-friendly, ergonomical 
product. It gives ice rink employees increased safety 
when working on the ice. 

As an option, there is also a small wagon available that 
can be used as a tool for colouring the ice.

Product remarks:

- 55 cm wide cut
- Cutting blade height 36 mm
- Self-Propelled
- Battery powered
- Automatic cutting blade tilt for perfectly level 

edging
- Easy and accurate ice cutting depth adjustment
- Brushless, maintenance-free ac motor 
- Multi programme control panel
- Blades that shave and don't just scrap
- Ideal for accurate edging over under-ice 

advertisment
- Unique upper and lower blades for a complete 

edging 

IceGuard 550 Edger

Ice Business is the exclusive dealer.

Iceguard 550 Edger, order nr. - 80130

Iceguard 550 Edger, order nr. - 80130
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

Sample replacement parts:

shaving blades
ice shaving blade out of “original Swedish steel” 
available for all models.

wash cloth
washcloth for Zamboni, fits all machines with a 2 meter 
width, e.g. HDB, 500, 520, and 552. 4-ply strong cotton 
(also available in 2.5 m).

wheels and studded tires
Our studded tires are especially suited for use on the 
ice surface and not for street use. 

side brooms
The most used brushes for Zamboni machines

Service, Maintenance, and 
Spare Parts

Service, Maintenance, and 
Spare Parts

We can supply all replacement parts and also offer 
service for your ice resurfacing machine. 

headlights
headlights with exchangeable H1 bulb, fits all models

Impeller, Jabsco Original  
fits all Zamboni ice resurfacing machines.

spring for cutter bar
We have a strong model so that the traction doesn’t 
decrease so quickly. Thus is reduces the “washboard 
phenomenon” (wave build-up in the ice).

4 leaf springs
With the sheet feeder, the pressure is exerted on the 
cutter bar.With time, this must be exchanged due to wear.
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shaving blades, order nr. - 80140
wash cloth, order nr. - 80150

wheels and studded tires, order nr. - 80160
side brooms, order nr. - 80170

headlights, order nr. - 80180
Impeller, order nr. - 80190

pring for cutter bar, order nr. - 80200
4 leaf springs, order nr. - 80210
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Ice Resurfacing Machines  

The technology is simple to install in existing systems.

The IceGuard offers better ice quality, energy savings, 
and makes work simpler with easier ice resurfacing 
that you have more time available to rent ice times 
on your rink.

The system optimises the ice thickness and auto-
matically creates an even and absolutely level ice 
surface.

You save both time and money in the first season with 
this investment.

Functional principle
Installed outside of the ice rink, the laser transmitter 
sends a levelling laser beam over the ice surface. 

During the service drive, the receiver on the ice resur-
facing machine constantly measures height of the ice 
by using the laser beam. 

In normal operation you only have to start the ice 
resurfacing machine and switch on the laser measuring 
system before driving on the ice. 

The wand on the receiver automatically raises and 
lowers, this full automatic mechanism leads to an 
optimal alignment of the ice shaving blade during the 
entire service drive. 

This adjustment and the height of the ice take place in 
real time on the control panel. When leaving the ice, 
you switch off the ice guard measuring system, the 
slide rail is automatically raised, and the collector is 
lowered.

1. Water consumption is considerably reduced,
as the spots on the ice that are too thick are
planed down

2. Energy consumption is considerably reduced
3. The icemaker does not have to work on the ice by

hand for another hour after the mechanical ice
maintenance

4. You have more time available for rental on the
ice surface.

IceGuard – Laser Controlled Blade Adjustment System for 
ice Resurfacing Machines

Ice Business – BRINGING ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 
TO THE RINK INDUSTRY.

IceGuard Laser, order nr. - 80220
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We offer complete service for your arena. From complete refrigeration 
technology, ice surfaces, dasher board systems, ice resurfacing 
devices, Ice Business Premium ice colours, to ice sports equipment, 
we can supply you with all you need to make your ice rink successful. 

- Skates and accessories - Skate blade-proof rubber floor mats
- Skating aid for children - Equipment for cabins and adjoining areas
- Racks for skates - Score boards
- Skate sharpening machines - Ice covering systems
- Training accessories - Lighting and PA system
- Ice hockey articles - Dehumidifier
- Ice hockey goals - Accessories for the ice maker

From running our own Ice Rinks, we are in a position to pass on to our customers our knowledge 
gained by experience, and positively implement it, not only from a technical point of view but from 
a financial one as well.

Complete Arena Equipment

Premium Ice Paint

Complete Arena Equipment
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Ice Skates

Ice Business has a broad range of ice skates 
available. We offer the right skates for all aspects 
of ice skating sports.

- Rentals skates
- Hobby skates
- Figure skates
- Hockey skates

We have our own brands and are the official dealer 
of the leading brands, and thus we also offer a 
complete line of safety equipment, such as helmets, 
kneepads, etc, for skating.

We also supply the required replacement parts and 
tools for maintenance on skates, such as buckles, 
laces, liners, blades as well as rivets and eyelets.

In addition, we are Number 1 in the area of skate 
sharpeners in Germany.

Rentals skates
Furthermore we can design a rental station with 
shelves, lockers, and skate dryers. All that we 
need is a simple drawing of the available space 
and the number of skate pairs you would like to buy.
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Skate Rental and 
Accessories

Our SPIRIT skate is a skate with shoelaces and 
the size printed on the end, developed especially 
for rental.

This model has an unbeatable price/performance 
ratio and has been used for many years in our ice
rinks around the world.

A sturdy and easy-to-clean sock liner (replace-
ments available) that attaches to the skate shell so 
that it doesn’t come out every time a renter takes 
off the skate.

Steel hockey blades. Sizes from 25-47

- Very good for rental
- Durable
- Comfortable
- Practical with shoelaces
- Fast to dry and to clean
- Convenient with the size printed on the back
- In use as rental for many years

Rental skates, model 
“Ice Business SPIRIT”

Skate Rental and Accessories

Model “Ice Business SPIRIT”, order nr. - 90010
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Ice Skates

The Rental Shell Skate model 5111 from Ice 
Business was specially designed for rental. 

With its very robust design, it offers an extra long 
service life. 

Skates with shells are preferred by caretakers of 
groups of children, because they are simpler and 
faster to put on and take off than skates with laces.

The sock liners are of special material, quick-drying 
and quick-cleaning, the sock liners are with 
fastening system (outstop), they come with buckle 
closure and steel hockey blades.

Sizes: 25-50 Available with adjustable sizing.

An investment for many years!

Rental skate model 
“Rental Shell”

Rental Shell Skate model 115 is a rental skate 
made especially for skating on plastic ice. 

It is equipped with an extra hard blade to reduce 
the need for sharpening due to higher resistance 
from the plastic surface.

With its very robust design of shell, buckles, clips, 
and sock liner, this rental shell offers an extra long 
service life. 

Sizes: 28-47 Also available with adjustable sizing
for our little children.

The adjustable Model comes with chrome blades, 
with 2 onsided quick release buckles, the sizes 
are adjustable by means of a wing nut.

Because these models can be used very profitably at ice rinks, 
successful rink managers use our rental skates. 

Rental skates for synthetic 
ice, model Rental Shell 

Rental skate model “Rental Shell”, order nr. - 90020
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Model Rental Shell, order nr. - 90030
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Ice Skates

Our High Quality Model is the most high quality 
rental skate in our product line. They are the most 
comfortable, and even so very durable. 

With an expected service life of up to 10 years, 
these skates amortise the investment in the first 
few weeks. For the grand opening of an ice rink 
with public skating, the quality of the rental skates 
is a key factor in the rink’s success. 

At our own successful ice rink in Berlin 
(www.eisbahn-lankwitz.de) we use our High Quality 
model for rental to our own customers. Sizes: 25-47

Rental skates, model “High 
Quality, Hockey Rental” 

The soft skates from the High Quality series are 
softer than a hockey boot and comfortably snuggle 
the foot of the wearer. 

They are popular with both male and female 
skaters. The blade is equipped with brake 
serrations. Sizes: 31,5-49

Rental skates, model 
“High Quality, Soft Rental”

Model “High Quality Hockey Rental”, order nr. - 90040
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Ice Business has a classic figure skate made of 
real leather in its rental skate programme. 

Designed for durability, these skates are streng-
thened in all the important places, and still offer the 
most comfort for children, men, and women. 

Sizes: 25-48.5

Rental skates, model 
“High Quality, Figure Rental”

Model “High Quality Figure Rental”, order nr. - 90060

Model “High Quality, Soft Rental”, order nr. - 90050
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Ice Skates

In our product line we offer an especially comfor-
table hobby skate for private use. These skates are 
popular with ice rink personnel or for purchase at 
the rental station. 

We are happy to offer them at a special price for 
group orders. Sizes: 33.5-49 

a few features:

- Exterior: decoratively stitched high-
 performance nylon
- Lining material: brushed nylon
- Ankle cushioning: support brace for ankles
- Tongue design: foam insert
- Support system: 2 part anatomical felt
- Footbed: moulded EVA

Hobby skates
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Ice Business is an official dealer for hockey skates 
from Bauer/Nike. All current models are still 
available and ship to you within 2-3 days.
e.g. Bauer Supreme One20 Skates Senior

Product description:

- Exterior: premium nylon
- Lining material: microfiber
- Heel support: outer shielded heel cup
- Ankle cushioning: patented integrated

anatomical heel/ankle support
- Tongue design: anatomical felt
- Footbed: moulded EVA

Additional features:

- Outsole: injection moulded TPR
- Blade holder and runner TUUK Lightspeed

Pro with TUUK stainless steel blade 

Hockey skates

Skates with a figure skating blade and brake are a 
classic. They are not suitable for rentals.

Figure skates have a high-necked laced boot that 
goes up to the calves with approx. 3-4 mm thick 
steel blades with hollow grinding in cross direction 
and a slight curve along the length of the blade. 

On the front edge there is a serrated border for 
pushing off into jumps, turning a pirouette without 
changing edges, and performing some steps. 

The serrations are required as well for performing 
many jumps  e.g. flip, lutz, axel.

Figure skates

Figure skates order nr. - 90080

Hockey skates order nr. - 130020

Hobby skates, order nr. - 90070
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Ice Skates

Bob Skates ice gliders are strap on blades for the 
little ones. They have 2 one-sided quick release 
buckles, and the size can be adjusted with a wing 
nut between the two gliders.

Bob Skates 

Bob Skates, order nr. - 90090
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Children should wear gloves when on the ice to 
help avoid injuries. 

The hands and fingers of children who have fallen 
are protected from the blades of other skaters.

Tip: 

Distinguish your gloves with the logo of your 
sponsor.

Gloves

Those who have found the right shoe size and the 
want to enjoy many years of fun with their ice 
skates should definitely be sure to protect the 
blades. 

For expensive models, the money for a convenient 
skate bag and extra blade protectors are a good 
investment.

Blade protector/ Tote bag

Gloves, order nr. - 90140

Blade protector, order nr. - 90100
Tote bag, order nr. - 90110

For beginners and inexperienced skaters, sensible 
and recommended.

Rental helmet

Knee pads and elbow pads give beginners a 
feeling of safety. This helps them to quickly 
advance in their skating technique. 

Rental safety gear 

Rental helmet, order nr. - 90120
Rental safety gear, order nr. - 90130
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Ice Skates

Even though our skates are very robust and 
durable, the closing mechanism can of course 
become unusable due to daily use.

This is however not a problem. We are happy to 
supply you with repair sets upon request for shells, 
replacement clips, and the needed tools.

Replacement sock liners are also available. This 
helps to make the longevity of our rental skates 
simply unlimited. 

It is better to start with the better higher quality 
models from Ice Business with available replace-
ment parts than to have to replace unusable 
models after only a couple of rentals.

Repair set for rental skates

Our proven skate spray disinfects and leaves a 
fresh scent. In addition it does not make the inner 
shoe uncomfortable wet.

Skate spray

Repair set for rental skates, order nr. - 90150
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Our skate phon is designed for quickly drying and 
warming up rental skates. 

The drier is simply plugged into a normal outlet 
and can be used to dry three pairs at the same 
time. Our skate phone is also suitable for portable 
ice rinks.

Skate phon

Skate phon, order nr. - 90170

Skate spray, order nr. - 90160
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Skating aids for children

These comical companions really do belong on 
every ice!  

And funny they are - fresh and colourful – that 
makes a good mood. And with many different colour 
combinations, it is guaranteed that there will be 
something for everyone. 

Upon request, we pattern your figures to match the 
colour scheme of your ice rink. Or we simply make 
it suit your personal taste.If you would like to use 
them for advertising, it is also possible to make the 
colour scheme similar to the sponsor's or put their 
logos on it. 

- Diameter: 30 - 40 cm 
- Height: 80 - 100 cm 
- Weight: 7 - 11 kg 
- elastic 
- kid-friendly 
- environmentally friendly 
- especially weatherproof 
- hand-painted 

If you should need a replacement part like a ski, 
grip, or colour, this can be ordered from us at any 
time.

Penguin, Troll, Polar Bear, 
St Nicholas

Our brand new skating aid Bobby is already a huge 
success. Not only at our portable ice rinks in 
Germany, but also at our own ice rink in Berlin – 
children everywhere are taking their first steps on 
the ice with the help of Bobby.

Bobby is multifunctional: While one child holds 
tight to the tail to learn how to skate, another child 
can ride on Bobby’s back.  So... fun for two!

Bobby

Penguin fiberboard, order nr. - 100010
Penguin hard foam, order nr. - 100020

Troll, order nr. - 100030
Polar Bear, order nr. - 100040

Brown Bear, order nr. - 100050
St Nicholas, order nr. - 100060
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Bobby, order nr. - 100070
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Skate Rack Systems

This practical and economical ice skate shelf from 
Ice Business is a simple frame of metal, in which 
the ice skates can be hung by the blades. 

The metal frame is painted white or blue, and the 
hooks for hanging the skates have a protective 
covering of smooth, transparent PVC.

The frame is available in a modular system for 
approx. 80 pairs per rack.

Dimensions: 

- W x L x H = 860 x 1470 x 1950 mm 
4x attachment plates

-  simple attachment to the wall; also self-
 supporting with telescoping feet or back to 

back (160 pair)

We are happy to manufacture our basic ice skate 
shelf to the dimensions of your local conditions.

Basic ice skate rack

Just as your business changes, you can also 
change our modular ice skate shelving system  
easily to suit your needs. 

There are multiple configuration options.

The advantages include: 

- space-saving and simple ice skate storage

In a space of only 1m², you can accommodate 80 
pair of ice skates (adult sized) or up to 104 pair of 
children’s sized skates.

- the skates’ sizes are easy to locate
- increased life period for skate boots 

and blades
- variably adjustable shelves and skate holders

Are you looking for a proven storage system for your rental skates?
For many years, Ice Business GmbH has been successfully active in the 
area of ice skate rental stations. Our solutions bring order to your 
rental department and your storage - guaranteed!

Modular skate shelving

Basic ice skate rack, order nr. - 110010

Modular skate shelving, order nr. - 110020 
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Accessories

Welcome to the world of cycling on ice and the dawn of a new ice age! We all know what a road bike is, 
and a mountain bike. Now you know what an ice bike is!

Take the fun on the ice on to the next level!

IceByk

The drying and disinfecting of the boots has 
become more and more important – and rightly so!

Every skate should be sterilised with a shoe drying 
system after it is returned.

We have the right solution for you:

- Wall-mounted or drying cart on rails or wheels
- traditional air circulation/heat drying systems 
 with addition of antibacterial substances
- with the new high-performance disinfection 
 with air injection bacteria have no chance!
- adjustable operating times 

Storage, drying, disinfecting, complete solutions for your arena!

Drying systems

IceByk, order nr. - 110030

Drying systems, order nr. - 110040
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Skate Sharpening Machines

Skatepal-Pro²

Sharpening skates was never easier!
The Skatepal-Pro² is a portable automatic skate 
sharpening machine for the heaviest demands and 
well suited for individual teams or sports shops.

The Skatepal-Pro² uses an aluminium grinding 
wheel with a diamond coating. The grinding wheel 
is available in all radii for the desired hollow 
grinding.

The grinding wheel does not need to be dresses, 
rather you just use a grinding wheel with the right 
hollow for the desired hollow grinding.

Automatic skate 
sharpening machines

Experience in ice skate sharpening is not required. 
You just stretch the ice skate into the correct 
position and press the start button. 

It couldn’t get any easier!

The Skatepal-Pro² comes in an integrated alu-
minium transport case in which you can carry 
grinding wheels, hand grinding wheels, and power 
cables under the cover.

The entire unit weighs only 14 kg. It couldn’t get 
any more comfortable! The Skatepal-Pro² is avail-
able for hockey as well figure skates.

Technical data:

- Power: 100 Voltage: 12 VDC, 1phase
100 - 240 VAC 50 -60 hz

- Length: 670 mm  Width: 210 mm  Height: 320 mm
- Weight: 14 kg

Ice Business is Germany’s Number 1 for skate sharpening machines

Skatepal-Pro², order nr. - 120010

Skatepal-Pro², order nr. - 120010
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Prosharp AS 1001

The AS 1001 is the ideal ice skate sharpening 
machine for all ice rinks with ice hockey operations, 
figure skating, speed skating, and public skating. 

It works reliably and efficiently.

The skate is stretched and travels automatically 
with the blade over the grinding wheel. The grinding 
wheel is of ceramic and is dressed to the desired 
radius by means of a screw with a diamond head.

The skate is perfectly ground in a matter of a few 
minutes, and have the desired hollow grinding. 

Automatic skate 
sharpening machines

AS 1001 always sharpens your ice skates with the 
highest precision, constant pressure, and constant 
speed.

The machine was designed for minimal mainten-
ance effort and years of use. It is delivered in a 
stable carrying case.

Technical data:

- Output:  200 W
- Voltage:  1-phase 100-240 VAC
- Length:  660 mm
- Width:  200 mm
- Height:  240 mm
- Weight:  18 kg

+49 (0)941 - 46 44 88 - 0

Ice Business is Germany’s Number 1 for skate sharpening machines

Prosharp AS 1001, order nr. - 120020

Prosharp AS 1001, order nr. - 120020
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Skate Sharpening Machines

AS 2001 Allpro

The AS 2001 Allpro is the right automatic machine 
for professional ice hockey teams and large ice 
rinks. With the ProSharp AS 2001 Allpro, you can 
give the blades a hollow grinding and with temp-
lates you can adjust the longitudinal direction of 
the blade profile as well.

FUNCTIONS:

- Adjustable hollow grinding, from completely
flat to ¼ inch (6 mm)

- Electronic parts and roller bearings are
protected from grinding dust

Automatic skate 
sharpening machines

FUNCTIONS:

- Quickly fix skates, You only need to activate
a hand lever

- 7 contouring patterns for grinding profiles are
included

- Automatic repeat of grinding

TECHNICAL DATA:

- Output:  300 W
- Voltage:  1-phase 100-240 VAC; 50-60 Hz
- Length:  1250 mm
- Width:  350 mm
- Height:  300 mm
- Weight: 35 kg

AS 2001 Allpro, order nr. - 120030

Typ of hollow grinding
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Accessories
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The 1300 is the appropriate vacuum for the AS 
1001 and the AS 2001 skate sharpening machines. 

It can be easily connected to an electric socket on 
the sharpening machine so that it automatically 
vacuums only during the sharpening process.

The grinding space remains dust-free and is so 
pleasant for your employees.

Technical data:

- Output:  1300 W
- Tank:  33l
- Pressure:  180 mbar
- Air flow:  3533 l/min
- Volume:  63 db
- Weight:  27 kg

Vacuum  cleaner 1300 
for Prosharp

The consumables for the Prosharp machines, 
such as grinding wheels, diamonds, and hand 
hones can be obtained from our warehouse.  

Additionally, we can service the machines in our 
workshop.

Accessories for the best skate sharpeners!

Consumables and service

Vacuum  cleaner 1300 for Prosharp, order nr. - 120040

Consumables and service, order nr. - 120050
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Skate Sharpening Machines

SSM-2

The SSM-2 is a classic ice skate sharpening 
machine for hollow grinding and surface grinding. 

It is best suited for professional Icehockey-teams, 
Rental stations and mobile Ice Rinks.

The SSM-2 has been used around the world since 
1984, and since then has continually been 
developed and improved. 

The height-adjustable guide arm allows dragging 
the blade precisely along the grinding wheel.
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Classic Ice Skate 
Sharpening Machine

The machines are delivered with a grinding wheel 
and dressing diamond. It can immediately be cut. 
It is portable and comes in a handy carrying case. 

Additionally, and instruction video in English is 
included with delivery. The operating instruction 
manual is in English.

Technical data:

- Output:  250 W
- Voltage:  220-240 V a.c 50-60 Hz
- Length:  350 mm

(without guide arm and exhaust pipe)
- Width:  250 mm

(without guide arm and exhaust pipe)
- Height:  320 mm

(without guide arm and exhaust pipe)
- Weight:  14.8 kg
- RPMs:  2800-3400

+49 (0)941 - 46 44 88 - 0

Ice Business supplies numerous customers in Germany and 
around the world with consumables and also offers service for 
the machines. 

SSM-2, order nr. - 120060

SSM-2 Consumables and Accessories, order nr. - 120070
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Accessories 

To remove grinding dust and particles, we recom-
mend and sell the Dustcleaner U 840, a welding 
fume eliminator mady in Germany. 

It is attached to the SSM-2 to minimise dust output 
during sharpening. It comes with an exchangeable 
filter (U 324) and maintains full suction power until 
the filter is full. One filter is sufficient for approx. 
2000 pairs of skates.

Technical data:

- Output:   1 KW / 220-240 V
- Air flow:   150 m³/h
- Filter surface: 5,3 m²
- Weight:   15.8 kg
- Height/width/depth: 410 x 225 x 810 mm

U 840 vacuum for SSM-2

The NM 11 riveter is used primarily for the skate 
rivets, but also to widen skate boots, replace 
eyelets, and attach shoelace hooks. 

For rental stations, it is indispensable for making 
defective skates ready for action again. 

The advantage is that all of this can be done with 
a simple change of tools. This makes operation 
very easy. 

A new design of the NM 11 has reduced the 
weight by half to 15 kg.

This rivet machine can also be used for the repair 
of other types of roller blades or even ski boots.

Additionally, we can service the machines in our workshop.
The SSM-2 is rarely in need of repairs. Many customers have had 
the machine for 30 years already and are still using it for sharpening.

Riveter

U 840 vacuum for SSM-2 - 120080

SSM-2 Riveter, order nr. - 120090
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Ice Business is the official dealer of ice hockey equipment for these brands:

- Bauer/Nike - Sherwood - BASE - Vaughn - Eagle - Franklin - Ice Business / Sonstige

All current models are always in stock in adult and youth sizes, and can be delivered within 
2-3 days. We gladly prepare for you an individual proposal with extra favourable terms.

Ice Hockey Items
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Ice Hockey Player Apparel
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Ice Hockey Items

Ice Hockey skates, order nr. - 130020

NHL jerseys, order nr. - 130040

Ice Hockey Design jerseys, order nr. - 130030
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Ice Hockey Training jerseys, order nr. - 130010
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Ice Hockey Items

Ice Hockey Player Apparel

Ice Hockey Socks, order nr. - 130060

Ice Hockey Sticks, order nr. - 130050
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Ice Hockey Gloves, order nr. - 130080Ice Hockey Pants, order nr. - 130070
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Ice Hockey Items

Ice Hockey Player Apparel

Ice Hockey Helmets, order nr. - 130110Ice Hockey Shoulder Guards, order nr. - 130100

Ice Hockey Shin Guards, order nr. - 130130Elbow Pads, order nr. - 130120
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Ice Hockey Items

Starter Kit for Children, order nr. - 130150Bags, order nr. - 130140

Pucks, order nr. - 130210

Referee jersey, order nr. - 130160
Referee pants, order nr. - 130170

Referee elbow pads, order nr. - 130180
Referee shin guards, order nr. - 130190

Referee metal whistle, order nr. - 130200
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Goalie Gear, order nr. - 130220 to 130290
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We offer goalie equipment custom-tailored to your budget.
Products from popular brands such as Bauer/Nike, , Vaughn, and Sherwood are in stock 
and available for immediate delivery. We look forward to your enquiry!

Goalie Gear
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Washing Machine

Washing Machine for 
Ice Hockey Gear
Health should NOT be luxury.

Protect your health with Ice Business’s disinfection-
machine. 

Bacteria growth on the insides of hockey protectives 
and skates is especially high. For instance, inside of a 
normal hockey glove you will find 100-times more bac-
teria than in any other piece of equipment. 

Although hands are often raw with cut- and abrasion 
wounds, gloves are often worn although they are full of 
disease-causing bacteria. Naturally this causes a high 
risk of infection. 

Independent laboratory tests have shown how efficient 
the disinfection-machines Ice Business is using are at 
killing off bacteria in ice hockey protectives and skates. 

97% of all bacteria were killed in the gloves, 99,9 in the 
skates and a full 100% in the shoulder guards. 

 How does it work?

Ozone is tremendously effective at killing bacteria,
fungus, and mold. That is why the process forces ozone 
deep into the dense fibers of padding and hard-to-reach 
places like gloves and skates.

At the same time, the equipment is dried and unpleasant 
scents are removed. In less than 20 minutes, the entire 
hockey equipment of one person can be completely 
cleaned. Everything with the 100% natural cleansing 
agent, ozone.

The machine is suitable for Sportshops, Teams, during 
tournaments or in recreation facilities. 

Washing Machine for Ice Hockey Gear, order nr. - 130300

Washing Machine for Ice Hockey Gear, order nr. - 130300
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Training Accessories

Tactics Board Set
You receive four different tactical tools with which you 
can better illustrate tactical concepts. Whether for a 
game, practice, or training, there is something for every 
situation. 

Many German professional clubs use our practice 
materials.

The set includes:

- One ice hockey tactics board, incl. marker 
and clipboard

- an ice hockey tactics folder, incl. 10 game day 
sheets and marker

- an ice hockey tactics transparency (DIN A3), 
incl. power strips (wall) and marker

- an additional you get 50 game day sheets

Tactics Board Set, order nr. - 130310

Pylons
The pylons are available in 23 cm or 37 cm height. They 
are soft, and come in neon yellow, neon orange, or blue. 

They are very visible, versatile, and can be used in all 
areas of ice sports. 

Saucer cones are made of flexible plastic and are thus 
resilient and bendable.

Pylons, order nr. - 130320

Hurdles
Minihurdles made of flexible plastic for innovative 
jumping, agility, and coordination training.

The 15 cm high hurdles are made of robust, orange 
plastic. With multiple minihurdles, a complex training 
workout or course can be quickly set up. 

- Height:  15 cm
- Width:  45 cm
- Colour:  Orange 

Hurdles, order nr. - 130330

Tactic Board Tactic foil

Tactic folderTactic sheet-50 piece
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With Ice Business, you receive the biggest selling original Canadian NHL goal. 

These professional ice hockey goals are made 
of solid steel pipes painted red and white. 

The paint, dimensions of pipes, and bends - all 
are produced according to the official specifi-
cations of the IIHF (International Ice Hockey 
Federation).

The Goals are suitable for national as well as international Hockey League games. 

Every pair of our professional NHL goals 
contains the following: 

- one pair of frames
- one pair of nets
- one pair of Inner protector – 325 cm
- one pair of Top/back protector 230 cm
- one pair of Top frame protector – 48 cm
- one pair of Frame protector – 120 cm 
- one pair of Outer protector – 390 cm

You can also order the components separate.

Hockey Goals

NHL-Hockey Goals, 1 Pair, order nr. - 140010
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Hockey Goals

Our powder-coated frames have the original 
Canadian goal shape and correspond with the IIHF 
guidelines. 

The outer frame construction of the goal is red, the 
inside is white.

Vertical goal post:  122 cm (internal dimensions)
Horizontal goal post:  183 cm (internal dimensions)
Post diameter:      5 cm (external dimensions)

Frames 

Goal net (tied, 5 mm)
Made of super stable special nylon, material thick-
ness 5 mm, mesh width 40 mm, white/colourless, 
original Canadian goal shape. Includes fastening 
ties.

Goal net (tied, 4 mm)
Goal net of polyester, approx. 4 mm thick, mesh 
width 35 mm, 1.93 m wide, 1.22 m high, upper 
depth of 0.5 m, lower depth of 1 m, with additional 
arches on either side of 0.45 m. 

International version!

With Ice Business, you receive the biggest selling original 
Canadian NHL goal. 

Goal net 

1 Pair Goal net, tied, 5 mm, order nr. - 140030
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1 Pair Frames, NHL-Goal, order nr. - 140020
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Hockey Goals

Protectors prevent the puck from bouncing off of 
the goal frame. And when a goal is scored, the 
puck remains behind the goal line. (Protectors in 
accordance with IIHF)

- Inner protector  – 325 cm
- Top/back protector   - 230 cm
- Top frame protector  – 48 cm
- Frame protector   – 120 cm
- Outer protector  – 390 cm

Protectors 

Our practical goal cart is suitable for all ice hockey 
goals. While the ice is being treated by the ice 
resurfacing machine, the goals can be easily re-
moved from the ice and do not need to be carried. 

It is made of stainless, galvanised steel, painted, 
and has rubber wheels.

Goal cart

1 Pair Inner protector - 325 cm, NHL-Goal, order nr. - 140040

Goal cart, order nr. - 140110

Lights for the goal referee box available in red and 
green as enhancement or replacement. 

Available in different diameters (160/120/90) and 
mounting variations (horizontal/vertical with angle/
pipe or magnet).

The housing and calotte (red or green cap) are 
made of sturdy polycarbonate. Halogen bulbs can 
be used for the light source.

Signal lights for goal 
referee box

Signal lights for goal referee box, order nr. - 140100
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Hockey Goals
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In the youngest age class, the hockey playing field 
size is reduced and the goals are smaller.

Width 140 cm and height 100cm.

Youth hockey goal

The flexible dowel for the pegs under the goal 
frame is frozen into the ice. In a hard collision, they 
release the goal frame from the ice anchors to help 
avoid injuries.

Flexible goal anchors are mandatory for Olympic 
games, IIHF championship games of Senior A Men 
and Women, Division 1; Junior U20; and Junior 
U18 championships, and are highly recommended 
for other organisations.

Flexible goal anchors

Youth hockey goal, order nr. - 140120

Flexible goal anchors, order nr. - 140140

Goal precision can be practiced with the shot 
trainer for our 72” NHL goals; 183 x 122 cm, made 
of polyester. 

At the same time, it protects the goal net from 
heavy use during practices. The Shooter is attached 
to the goal frame with rubber rings, and doesn’t 
require much space when removed and rolled up.

Shooter

Shooter, order nr. - 140130
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Hockey Goals

Our mini metal goal is foldable and is often used 
for practice or on small surfaces.

Diameter: 28“ = 71.12 cm

Mini metal goal

Mini metal goal, order nr. - 140150
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Our Curling Starter Kit is especially popular for 
getting an economical start in the challenging 
sport of curling. It is ideal for newly opened ice 
rinks.

Curling is played similarly to boule and bocci. 
It should not be confused with ice stock sport 
(Bavarian curling). 

We offer a large supply of curling equipment. 

Two teams of four players each attempt to play 
their curling stones closer than their opponents 
to the middle point of a goal circle on an ice rink. 

Curling is especially popular in Canada, 
Scotland, Scandinavia, and Switzerland, and 
because of the much tactical finesse it is often 
known as "chess on ice". 

It is considered a precision sport.

Curling

Curling Starter Kit
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Curling

Starter Set 
A Curling Starter Kit for a curling rink consists of the 
following:

- 16 curling stones, manufactured in Canada
- Pebble equipment for preparing the curling rink
- Cleaning equipment, hand ice edger, and 

cleaning mop
- Measuring device, competition stone 

measuring device
- Rink accessories, lining sets, and hacks
- Scoring equipment, scoring table, signs
- Player materials, curling brooms, slider shoes, 
- Electric ice planing machine set 

Stones
The stone is moved by giving it a slow circulation motion, 
the curl, making it not move in a straight, but parabolic 
way. 

This way it is possible to curl over an opponent’s stone 
that is in the line. The radius for the curve can be 
influenced by sweeping with a curling broom. 

If sweeping is done ahead of the stone while it is in 
movement, the curve radius increases and the stone 
moves more directly. Sweeping influences the travel 
time of the stone. 

A swept stone loses speed less quickly and thus covers 
a longer distance.

Pebble equipment
The surface of the curling playing surface is carefully 
prepared. The icemaker sprays the surface with fine 
water droplets (called pebble). 

Due to the friction between the stone and the water 
droplets, the stone turns inward or outward, “curling”.

Curling shoes 
Curling shoes have a smooth sole (slider) for sliding on 
the ice, and a gripping sole (gripper, or hack foot) with
which to push off of the ice.

Hack sets 

mounted firmly to washable aluminium sheets

Curling Starter Set , order nr. - 150010

Cleaning mopPebbler head beaver’s tail

Curling shoes Hack sets 

Hand ice scraper plane sets Pebble water backpack can
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Curling

Practically maintenance-free!

State of the art batteries – longer running time, longer 
service life. Developed by ice technicians, for ice 
technicians.

The Ice King is back, and offers a new method for 
getting perfect ice with the Ice King NEO Ice Shaver 
Since 1969, Ice King has been the pioneer in research 
and design of ice machines that allow ice technicians to 
create the perfect conditions on the ice for curlers.

Ice King has made its name with for over 40 years with 
these quality standards, and is synonymous world-wide 
with curling ice resurfacing machines.

Ice King, ice resurfacing 
machines for curling rinks
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Details:

- Digital control system
- Oil-free transmission
- Direct drive motor, very quiet operation
- Integrated battery charging device 
- Total charging time is 4 hours
- Industrial battery – 10 hours running time
- Removable front- requires up to 60% less 

floor space
- Electric high-performance actuator 
- Lifting and vibration meter

Ice King, ice resurfacing machines for curling rinks, order nr. - 150020

Ice King, ice resurfacing machines for curling rinks, order nr. - 150020
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The target is a moveable object within the target 
field, the so-called Daube. 

The aim of moving your stock over the approx. 
30 m long ice track to get it as close as possible 
to the target can be achieved if the shooter 
either tries to get his stock closer to the target 
than his opponent's stock, or to knock the 
opponent's stock out of the playing field. 

Similar to boccie, two teams (4 players per team) oppose each other. 

Ice stock sport requires a lot more precision than 
power - it is a precision sport. Sure instincts or luck 
is what counts here. 

The team that wins is the one whose ice stock 
stands closest to the target at the end of the game. 
If two or more ice stocks of one team are closest to 
the target, then that team wins the game.

This excellent sport comes from the Alpine region 
and in the past was played on frozen lakes. 

Ice stock sport is very sociable, and it is the ideal 
winter fun for private parties and corporate events.

Ice Stock Sport

Ice stock sport requires a lot more precision than power
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Ice Stock Sport

Wooden Ice Stock

Aluminium Ice Stocks

The ice stock is made of hardwood covered in lacquer.

The diameter is about 29 cm and height with a grip is 
about 29 cm. The stock has heat mounted iron rings.

Men:   with 15 mm thick iron ring the weight is 5.3 kg 
Women:  12 mm thick iron ring weighing 4.8 kg
Children:   2.7 kg or 3.7 kg

Also available in miniature as a trophy with engraved 
inscription. 

You can choose from different colours: red, merlot, 
orange, yellow, blue, green, colourless (suitable for 
hobby and recreational sport)

An ice stock with a sturdy aluminium body is longer-
lasting than wood and is good for rental.

Handle:  black-painted ash 
Ice stock body:  highly polished aluminium
Outsole:  pear wood 
Diameter:  270 mm 
Weight:  8.5 kg (heavy design)

(suitable for hobby and recreational sport)

Wooden Ice Stock, Men, order nr. - 160010
Wooden Ice Stock, Women, order nr. - 160020

Wooden Ice Stock, Children, order nr. - 160030

Aluminium Ice Stocks, order nr. - 160040
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Ice Stock Sport

Hobby Ice Stocks

The Hobby set with winter gliding sole consists 
of the following:

- Hobby body 320 or 380
- Winter gliding sole with choice of green, black, 
 gray, or yellow
- Plastic handle with choice of type 105, 107, or 109
- Weight: 3.2 kg

This stock is not permitted in federation tournaments.

Hobby Ice Stocks, order nr. - 160050

Children’s Ice Stocks
The new ICE BUSINESS children’s ice stock with target 
comes complete with handle, stock body, and a winter 
gliding sole (diameter 20 cm) 

- child has to be at least 3 years old 
- stock weight approx 1.5 kg

Ice Stock Rules
We precisely explain beginners the ice stock rules, 
since only if you know the rules thoroughly, the game 
will be fun and super exciting. 

This is why it’s recommended to play with an un-biased 
referee. With this guide, ice stock sport can become an 
important source of income on your ice rink. 

Our curling rinks are not only rented to clubs, but also 
booked for private parties and business events.

Children’s Ice Stocks, order nr. - 160060

Ice Stock Rules, order nr. - 160120
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Ice Stock Sport

Competition Ice Stocks
The tournament stock consists of three parts: the 
handle, the stock body, and the gliding sole.

"Active” model

The “Active” has very good physical features. An ideally 
situated centre of gravity, high impact power, and very 
good staying power makes the “Active” a proven, out-
standing tournament stock.

Weight (body): 3.5 kg

(with DESV seal, IFI test mark and 2 year guarantee)
Competition Ice Stocks, order nr. - 160070

“Stock Supreme" model

“Stock Supreme” is the new, exclusive top model for 
extravagant and exacting tournament shooters. Very 
good physical features, new centre of gravity, and good 
staying power are its calling cards in tournaments. 

- Equipped with high-quality stainless steel ring 
with new material alloy 

- New fine tuning of the material alloy combination 
brings previously unattainable physical 

 characteristics 
- Weight (body): 3.5 kg

Features of this top model are the enormous hitting 
power and the excellent staying power. 

(with DESV seal, IFI test mark and 2 year guarantee)

“Stock Supreme" model, order nr. - 160080

Shoe spikes

Absolutely slip-proof on ice and snow!

Perfect slip protection with hard metal spikes on the 
entire tread. Universal fit for all sizes from 36 to 46, 
buckles on in seconds. Material: rubber

Shoe spikes, order nr. - 160090
Ice Stock Lines

Lines for ice stock sports are frozen into the ice with 
special durable textile bands. 

Ice Stock Lines, order nr. - 160110

Milling Machine
An accessory for ice resurfacing machines that allows 
for creating an equally roughened ice surface.

This special form of ice resurfacing is used only in the 
realm of ice stock sports and is mandatory for all IFI 
competitions (International Federation Icestocksport) 
in the Official Ice Stock Rulebook.  

Milling Machine, order nr. - 160100
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Broomball

Broomball

In a game of broomball there are two teams, each con-
sisting of six players: a goaltender and five others. The 
object of the game is to score more goals than your 
opponent. Goals are scored by hitting the ball into your 
opponent's net using your broom. 

Tactics and plays are similar to those used in sports 
such as ice hockey, roller hockey and floorball. Players 
hit a small ball around the ice with a stick called a 
"broom." The broom may have a wooden or aluminum 
shaft and has a rubber-molded triangular head similar 
in shape to that of a regular broom. 

Players wear special rubber-soled shoes instead of 
skates, and the ice is prepared in such a way that it is 
smooth and dry to improve traction.

Broomball is very popular as Fun-Sport on smaller Ice 
Rinks, for instance in Shopping Malls and mobile Ice 
Rinks. The visitors simply rent equipment and rink for 
some time and play 20-minute-games. Broomball Starterkit, order nr. - 161010

Broomball-set, order nr. - 161010

People willing to play Broomball don’t have to be 
excellent ice-skaters unlike hockey novices and can 
thus play a teamsport full of action and just having fun 
on ice. 

Broomball is a lot of fun when playing with friends and 
is often booked as some kind of corporation-event.

Broomball-set consists of:

- 24 brooms (sticks)
- 1 bag for 24 brooms
- 12 balls
-  1 bag for 12 balls
- 24 helms with grilles
- 24 pairs of gloves
- 24 leg-protectors
- 24 pairs of elbow-protectors
- 24 pairs of “gripper”-shoes
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Skate Blade Proof Flooring

Ice B. Rink Floor is Ice Business’s versatile, elastic 
flooring that has already been installed in ice 
stadiums, ice rinks and other sports facilities around
 the world. 

The unusual durability that comes from the unique 
material combination makes it an ideal special 
flooring where ice skates are worn, and holds up to 
heavy mechanical loads and the increased demands 
on the skid resistance. 

Technical details:

- Width: 1,250 mm per run
- Length: starting at 10 lfm
- Standard thicknesses: 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 mm;

other thicknesses available upon request

For flooring for ice skates you need a thickness of at 
least 10 mm.

Ice B. Rink Floor

Material basis: 

Rubber and EPDM granulate, bound to polyurethane 
to prohibit mold build-up on damp outer surfaces; all 
Ice B. floors are equipped with an anti-mold substance.

Building material class:  B2

Installation: loose or by attaching to flat, dry subfloor 

Colours:

- blue/black
- red/black
- green/black
- gray/black
- black/black

Ice B. Rink Floor, order nr. - 170010

Colour examples Ice Business Rink Floor

Colours examples

Skate resistant rubber flooring is installed on the way from the 
skate rental or the cabins to the ice rink.
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Skate Blade Proof Flooring

for ice arenas and portable ice rinks

Our puzzle mats fit exactly to the measurements of 
the standardised Europalette.The mats are not heavy, 
and are very easy to lay out, transport, and store. 

They are very sturdy and have an expected service 
life of over 15 years.

Specifications:

- Dimensions: 116.3/77.5/1.0 cm
- Net laying surface:  0.90 m²/pc.
- Colour(s): black
- Material: high quality vulcanised 

virgin rubber
- Hardness: approx. 65 Shore A
- Tensile strength:  2.80 Mpa
- Weight: 11.7 kg/pc. or 13.0 kg/m²
- Upper: Grip 1 mm
- Bottom: smooth
- Edge construction:  Puzzle combination – allows

for laying in half-bond (re-
     commended) and combi-
     nations of length and hori-
     zontal installation
- Altering:    Carpet knife

MULTIFLEX rubber mats

Installation
Floating installation in quarter, half, or three-quarters 
bond, also in length and horizontal combinations.

In wet spaces attach the entire surface with a 2 
component adhesive or PU adhesive.

MULTIFLEX rubber mats, order nr. - 170020

measures

Installation
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Skate Blade Proof Flooring

Elastic ● robust ● noise dampening

The unique properties of the Ice Business “Stone” 
flooring gives special character to ice sport facilities 
and special sales and presentation areas. 

It distinguishes itself from textile flooring and all other 
commercially available flooring with its strong visual 
appearance. Just like Ice Business Rink Floor, Stone 
is suitable for ice skate traffic, but available in lighter 
colours due to its composition.

Although the material is available in a number of 
colours and is recognisable as synthetic, it has a 
completely different appearance from PVC or 
linoleum. 

Dull, lustreless, coarse and porous.  That is the 
“Stone” flooring’s appeareance.  Stone dampens light 
reflection, footfall noise, and room sound. It is soft 
underfoot and limits the fatigue effects from being on 
your feet. And lastly, Ice Business “Stone” is very 
durable, easily carrying the weight of large exhibits.

Ice Business Stone consists of two similar designs of
four colour combinations. Ice Business Stone carries 
the DIN EN 13501-1 fire rating Cfl-s1, B1 (flame-re-
sistant) and is therefore suitable for use in emergency 
exits.

Ice Business Stone is made entirely of the synthetic 
rubber EPDM.

“Stone”, elastic flooring 
from Ice Business 

Ice Business “Nubb”, gum 
elastic flooring

Nubb, the classic gum elastic flooring, stands for ab-
solute first class in quality and functionality.

The square tiles are available in the characteristic 
single colour round pastille, as well as a number of 
designs in hammer tone, relief, flat surfaces, and 
cubic structure.

- Thickness: 9 mm
- Fire protection class: Cfl -s2, B2

“Stone”, elastic flooring from Ice Business, order nr. - 170030

Ice Business „Stone“ is available in a number of colours 

Ice Business “Nubb”, gum elastic flooring, order nr. - 170040
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Cabins & Adjoining Rooms

Benches for changing rooms such as in the team, 
referee, and trainer dressing rooms. Available in a 
single or double-sided version, with or without hook 
rail and with bench rail of PVC or hardwood. 

Feet with floor-protecting plastic fasteners and 
levellers.

The benches are available in 2.00 or 4.00 m 
lengths. Special dimensions upon request.

Dimensions and safety-related technical require-
ments according to DIN 7917

Changing room benches

In various versions for a variety of uses by sports 
clubs or open skate. There are a variety of locker 
sizes available, depending on need and use.  

There is a locking system with a coin lock for 
public areas. In semi-public areas (like changing 
rooms for clubs) a cylinder lock or padlock is suffi-
cient.

In addition to the most important equipment items for the ice rink 
itself, we offer a wide selection of items for the typical adjacent areas 
in an ice rink. You can find equipment lockers, clothes lockers, and 
benches for locker rooms, among others.

Equipment lockers and 
clothes lockers

Changing room benches, order nr. - 180010

Lockers, order nr. - 180020
Equipment lockers and clothes lockers, order nr. - 180030
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Cabins & Adjoining Rooms

For sports facilities and clubs. 

Heavy, galvanised steel frame guarantees a long 
service life. Ideal for pros, sports facilities and clubs. 

The open construction guarantees maximum air 
circulation between the sticks. Standard colours 
are galvanised or blue. 

Additional colours upon request.

Stick stands

The air cleaners are high-quality ozone generators.

Ozone (O3) is known as active oxygen. It results 
from supplying electrical energy to an ozone 
generator. Oxidation causes smells, bacteria, 
viruses, spores, etc, to split and thus be eliminated. 

The remaining substances are generally oxygen, 
carbon dioxide, water particles and other harmless 
gases.

Ozone generators with installed fans and potentio
meter for regulation of ozone production (continu-
ously variable 0-500 mg/h). 

Adjustable for odour elimination of small spaces 
up to 50m³ (like drying rooms as adjoining areas in 
changing rooms).

Air cleaning (for drying 
space for the ice hockey 
equipment)

Stick stands, order nr. - 180040

Our portable dehumidifier is a sturdy drier and 
industrial dehumidifier with innovative design and 
an air dehumidifying output of up to 30 litres* per 
day (at 30°C/80% rel. humidity).

It is suitable for dehumidifying spaces of up to 
approx. 50 m³.

Dehumidifier (for drying 
space for the ice hockey 
equipment)

Dehumidifier, order nr. - 180050

Air cleaning, order nr. - 180060
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Arena Equipment

Ice hockey display model series MSA 260.710 

Compact, variably adjustable sport display with 
most of the important special function for hockey 
players and teams, control panel for ease of ope-
ration – pre-programmed for 8 additional sports.

This special ice hockey display allows the display 
for each team of the player's number who has re-
ceived a penalty, as well as the length of the pe-
nalty (2, 5, or 10 minutes).

Since the control panel is also additionally pre-
programmed for indoor soccer, volleyball, basket 
ball, tennis, handball, water polo, unihockey and 
minihockey, this model can be used in a variety of 
ways. Text display for team names is optional.

The operating software is constantly updated to 
correspond with the current rules of the relevant 
sports associations.

Score boards

The video cube consists of LED modules of our 
“HQ” series and gives the highest quality subject to 
all regulations as well as the EMC law. 

The four LED video walls, consisting of HQ8 modu-
les, provide a large screen of 3.84 x 2.16 m with 
480 x 270 pixels for perfect picture quality. 

Underneath the four LED video walls there is a 
unique, continuously running LED banner.  

We use our HQ16 module here, which has a total 
of 1880 x 45 pixels ready for animation, ads, and 
text information. The video cube is a real "eye-
catcher" in any arena.

Video cube

Ice hockey display model series MSA 260.710, order nr. - 200010

Ice hockey display model series MSA 260.710, order nr. - 200010

Video cube, order nr. - 200020
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Arena Equipment

ArenaDeck

With ArenaDeck  you can quickly change your ice 
arena into a multifunction arena. You get a com-
pletely insulated surface on which you can imme-
diately hold events like trade fairs, concerts, or 
theatre presentations. 

With an additional resilient sports floor cover, 
sports like handball and table tennis are also 
possible. 

The system has been tried and tested over 150 
times around the world and meets all requirements 
for a modern and efficient ice cover.  

The sum of the characteristics is the reason for this 
success. In consideration of all factors that in-
crease costs, the ArenaDeck is the most econo-
mical when compared to similarly performing 
systems. 

We are happy to advise you before you place an 
order, world-wide or locally, and we guarantee un-
complicated order processing.

Ice Covering Systems

- Water absorption is almost zero: after 
 24 hrs = 0.008 kg/m2
- Fire protection: B1 according to DIN 4102-1
- Slip resistance class: R9
- Guarantee: 5 years
- Set-up/take down time: maximum of 8 man 
 hours, unrivalled in ease and simplicity
- Unbelievably light: 8 kg/m²  - a welcome 
 advantage for speedy setup
- High insulation strength: for an ice surface 
 temperature of -7° C, room temperature 
 of +18° C, ArenaDeck maintains a surface 
 temperature of +11° C
- Space-saving in storage: the height of the 
 sheets is only 25 mm.
- Sheet size: 2446 x 1226 mm
- Outstanding durability: navigable point 
 loading with forklift and working platforms: 
 450 kg on 25 x 25 mm
- Secure against slipping: the plates lay end-
 to-end seamlessly on the ice with precise fit

 ArenaDeck® Facts

ArenaDeck, Ice Covering Systems, order nr. - 200030

ArenaDeck, Ice Covering Systems, order nr. - 200030
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Arena Equipment

SPEEDLOCK

We offer two versions of SPEEDLOCK. 
With 3.6 mm gum elastic flooring or with surface 
coated special locking wood sheets, you can cover 
most activity areas. 

Special requests are doable, such as a parquet 
surface. The quick assembly allows for flexible 
arena usage. 8 assemblers create 1800 sqm in four 
hours.

Complete relocation is done with the assembly of 
a module, as the insulation layer, the load distri-
bution plate, and the upper covering are connected 
to each other. 

The elements themselves are connected to each 
other with coupled aluminium profiles which 
guarantee seamless relocation. Wedging the ele-
ments to the ice dam is not necessary.

The technical data is convincing, allowing for the 
highest loads and versatile uses.

Ice Covering Systems

Ice Covertan
Thanks to the shape, dimensions and chosen materials, the Ice Covertan Systems® can be easily assembled and 
disassembled. It has a low weight and a low fire load, it is non-slip and has a high load capacity as well as a good 
recyclability. Based on previous experience, the black colored coverage is the most practical (especially for 
concert events) but it is also available in other colors. 

The Ice Rink coverage was developed for ice stadiums to cover the entire ice area and make possible the use of 
these surfaces for multiple purposes, as for example: winter sports facility for other sport activities, cultural events 
like concerts, exhibitions, theater performances and other.

SPEEDLOCK, Ice Covering Systems, order nr. - 200040

ICE COVERTAN, Ice Covering Systems, order nr. - 200041
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Arena Equipment

SPEEDLOCK PARQUET

On our ice covering systems can not be carried 
out only events where the audience is on the 
covered ice rink, but it can also be played various 
ball sports such as basketball, handball, volleyball, 
badminton, etc. at world class level.

SPEEDLOCK Parquet is our mobile, area-elastic 
sports floor with a Parquet surface for the toughest 
conditions. This sports ground is also available with 
a top layer of linoleum or vinyl.

A noble parquet in maple, beech, oak or ash with 
factory sealing in wood-strip flooring style. The 
composite foam elastic layer is firmly connected 
with the module. This saves assembly time, as the 
elastic layer does not have to be lain out before. 

Due to the tight bond there will never be any gaps 
or voids in the foam.

Ice Covering Systems

The framing tapered edge is also firmly connected 
with the modules and does not require an addi-
tional assembly.

System data:

- Top layer: 14 mm parquet with a 3.6 mm use-
 surface, factory locked, in maple, beech, oak 

and ash in wood-strip flooring style
- Middle layer: 12 mm special plywood accor-
 ding to DIN 68705-3
- Bottom layer: 18 mm laminate composite foam
- Total thickness: approx. 44 mm
- Module size: 2470 x 613 mm 

(1.51 sqm per module)
- Weight: approx. 28 kg per module / approx. 

18.5 kg per sqm

Laying a 600 sqm basketball court with 5 assemblers is 
possible within 2.5 hours.

SPEEDLOCK Parquet, order nr. - 200050

SPEEDLOCK Parquet, order nr. - 200050
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Arena Equipment

Since ice rinks or ice arenas generally have per-
manent or sporadic events planned, sufficient 
seating must be made available for spectators.

Various options are available for this. Depending 
on the requirements, seating can be permanently 
installed stands, or portable stands can be erected 
for greater flexibility in arena usage.

Stands have the advantage that the terraced 
arrangement of rows guarantees a good view of 
the event on the ice surface. 

For other events (like concerts with a stage and 
spectators on the covered ice surface), seating is 
also required.

In this situation, be sure that the individual chairs 
are stackable. 

Spectator stands

For occasional events or as an expansion of the 
spectator area. Flexible use in other spaces as well.

Seating

Spectator stands, order nr. - 200060

Retractable stands allow more efficient use of the 
available space. During sports events or entertain-
ment, the stands can be extended and placed so 
that spectators have available a comfortable place 
to sit. 

When they are no longer needed, push the stands 
together and make space for a variety of uses in 
the space.

The process of folding and unfolding the stands 
can be done either manually or electrically. The 
number of rows and seats, selection of colours, 
availability and placement of handrails, steps, 
walkways, and their dimensions can also be deter-
mined by the individual requirements of the sport 
complex.

Retractable stands

Retractable stands, order nr. - 200070
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Modern Light & Sound effects simply belong to the full of action Show of an 
Ice Hockey Game or to the figure skating.
Lighting and public address systems play an im-
portant role in ice arenas. Different lighting is 
needed for different arena uses.

With lighting systems you must make sure that 
the illumination is sufficient for the requirements 
and that the light separation takes place evenly. 

Of course you should also take flexibility into 
consideration, so that the lighting system is 
adapted to the requirements and surface use 
and reduces or optimises energy use.

Light and Sound play an important role in an Ice Rink

The sound system should be suitable for an arena. 
This means that is should be moisture resistant 
and designed for larger arenas (keeping in mind 
echo times).

PA systems are required for announcements and 
musical accompaniment for sports events and public 
skating or ice disco.

Arena Equipment

Light and Sound in an Ice Rink
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Arena Equipment

A use-specific coordination of lighting strength for 
the ice rink guarantees an energy efficient light 
supply within the guidelines of DIN 18036.

Direct pendant lighting is often used in ice arenas. 
Based on their high lumen output and relatively 
low cost, halogen bulbs are the most common 
means of lighting for sports facilities.

The illumination of the ice surface should be even. 
This is especially important for sporting events.The 
recommend value for ice sports are described in 
DIN 18036.

For example, for ice hockey a horizontal nominal 
luminance of 200 lux for practice and 400 lux for 
games (with a ratio of 1:2 and 1:1.5) is recommen-
ded. 

A lux count of 1000 is indicated for television 
transmission.

Lighting systems for 
ice arenas

Our devices with higher output and sensitivity pro-
vide an even, differentiated sound. Speech remains 
understandable within the arena, because it is pra-
ctically echo-free. 

Furthermore, the device achieves a large acoustic 
surface. The small and compact system is convin-
cing with its impact-resistant construction and 
moisture resistance, an absolute must for ice 
arenas. 

It is installed by using stainless steel components.
The system is available in different sizes (for 
approx. 200m² to 3.200 m²), based on the required 
acoustic surface. 

Sound system – regulating, 
controlling

Lighting systems for ice arenas., order nr. - 200090

Sound system – regulating, controlling, order nr. - 200100
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Arena Equipment

The humidity in an ice arena plays a decisive role 
in the ice quality, as well as in building protection.

Depending on the volume of space, different de-
vice sizes can be used. The Sorptions dehumidifier 
was developed to fulfil the highest demands for
high capacity, low energy consumption, reliability, 
and simple maintenance. 

The dehumidifier is equipped with a Sorptions 
rotor. The rotor is washable, non-combustible, and 
is equipped with inert chemical components as 
well as mechanically stable components.

Example for technical data:

Dehumidification capacity: 24.6 kg/h at 20°C and 
60% rel. humidity.

Volume flow of dried air:  4500 m³/h
Volume flow of moist air: 1500 m³/h
Power supply:  (3~ / 400V 50Hz) 

40.8kW
Sound level: 72 dB(A)
Weight: 410 kg

Dehumidifier

Our aluminium foil system helps to reduce radi-
ation loss from ice rinks. The foil has an emissions 
rating of only 5% at 21°C. 

Thus it is able to significantly reduce the heat 
radiation from the roof of the ice surface. This re-
duces the required refrigeration, per manufacturer 
data, by 25 to 40%.

By reflecting the heat radiation the temperature is 
increased in the roof construction (by approx.10°C).

Additionally this has the consequence that the dew 
point temperature is seldom undershot. Less con-
densation occurs on the roof and with it less 
moisture to damage the roof construction or fall on 
the ice surface in the form of drops.

Furthermore, improvements in the light yield and 
acoustics is noted when the aluminium foil system 
is installed.

Roof insulation

Dehumidifier, order nr. - 200110

Roof insulation, order nr. - 200120
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Arena Equipment

Description:

The motor-driven three-arm turnstile with a high 
quality, sturdy, and vandalism-safe stainless steel 
door housing is especially suited for mounting 
locking batteries to frequently used entrances 
inside trade fair centres, stadiums, recreational 
facilities, and public transportation. 

Features:

- One or two way operation
- Changeable entry direction
- High throughput
- Durable quality
- Vandalism-resistant 
- Secure individual isolation 
- Gate counter
- Integrated controls
- Maintenance-free mechanicals

Dimensions:

850 x 1075 x 1350 mm (W x H x D)

Admission system 
Turnstile for indoors

Description:

The motor-driven, full height single hub is made 
entirely of stainless steel material and is suitable 
for outdoor entrances to stadiums and recreation 
facilities as well as unattended entrance areas, 
due to its sturdy construction.

The hub blends into fence installations without 
disruption with its small size and transparency. It 
is suitable for one-way or two-way operation, and 
offers great throughput comfort with good isolation 
with the 120° separation.

Hub for indoors and 
outdoors

Turnstile for indoors, order nr. - 200130

Hub for indoors and outdoors, order ne. - 200140
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More than ice treatment is important for the 
successful operation of an ice surface.

Even the compilation of various data, how they 
are summarised in the checklist of the current 
log book helps to analyse, isolate, or remedy 
errors in the operation of the surface by means 
of remote diagnosis. 

In addition, the data capture is the basis for 
effective energy management for your surface. 

We help you saving energy. Please follow our recommendations.

The more detailed and complete the data is which 
you capture and forward to us, the more exactly 
we can help you. 

To capture the data, the following tools are useful:

Ice Resurfacer Logbook
Checklist for daily work and data recording on the 
ice resurfacing machines.

Refrigeration Logbook
Release control of important functions and para-
meters of the refrigeration system.

Ice Thickness Logbook
Checklist for measuring ice thickness at 
different spots.

Accessories for the Ice Maker

Ice Resurfacer Logbook, order nr. - 210010
Refrigeration Logbook, order nr. - 210020

Ice Thickness Logbook, order nr. - 210030
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Accessories for the Ice Makers

Temperature and moisture measurement in different 
designs. Please consider that the less expensive 
devices have worse measuring precision and a shorter 
service life.

Hygrocube 

Hygrocube, order nr. - 210030

With data capture please follow the instructions of the 
respective manufacturer, otherwise the measurements 
will not be accurate.

Anemometer

Anemometer, order nr. - 210040

To measure the temperature of the ice surface, we re-
commend a puncturing thermometer (see figure). By 
placing it on the surface, it registers the surface tempe-
rature after a specific time. 

When using an infrared thermometer (non-contact), ex-
perience shows that different types of errors can arise 
(measuring angle, surface should not be glossy which
is the case with fresh ice) and lead to inexact or false 
measurements.

Puncturing thermometer

Puncturing thermometer, order nr. - 210050

For permanent temperature measurement of the ice 
surface.

he separate sensor can be inserted into the ice and 
connected with a cable to the display device.

Please be sure that the device used is suitable for this 
purpose (waterproof sensor, suitable for outdoor use).

Lab thermometer

Lab thermometer, order nr. - 210060
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Accessories for the Ice Makers

Fire hose, order nr. - 210070

Hose, order nr. - 210090

Hose nozzle, order nr. - 210100

Back sprayer, order nr. - 60130

Fire hose

For building an ice surface, the following hoses and 
nozzles are required, and should be obtained from the 
operator of the ice making. 

Fire hoses for quick water addition to the ice surface. 
Should not be used for ice treatment. For the first -
flooding of the surface, a nozzle with a high water 
output is necessary to allow a quick build-up of the ice.

Fire nozzles
For ice treatment, other hoses and nozzles should be 
worked with: Useful implements for treatment of the ice 
surface

Hose
The hose should be made of rubber, waterproof, and 
suitable for temperatures under the freezing mark. 
Maximum diameter 1”. 

In addition it should be in one piece (the length of the 
ice rink up to the water connection), and without 
connector elements.

Hose nozzle

Hose nozzle that fits a 1” hose.

Equipment to raise Ice 
Business Premium paint 
Back sprayer

Fire nozzles, order nr. - 210080
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Accessories for the Ice Makers

To make ice treatment easier for you, we have a variety 
of tools available for delivery with your ice rink.

Broom  
For sweeping the ice surface.  

Useful appliances 

Broom, order nr. - 210110

Snow squeegee 
For carrying away large amounts of snow from the ice.

Snow squeegee, order nr. - 210130

Ice and snow scraper 
To remove ice shavings from the surface.

Ice and snow scraper, order nr. - 210120

Ice scraper      
To remove frozen snow and ice.

Ice Master 
For resurfacing and watering of the ice (including 
integrated water hose connection)

Ice scraper, order nr. - 210140

Ice Master, order nr. - 210160Water squeegee, order nr. - 210150

Water squeegee  
For removing unwanted water from the ice surface or for 
eliminating puddles from the surface.      
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Accessories for the Ice Makers

Watering cans
For pouring water on cracks and holes in the ice.          

Other useful accessories 
that we offer:

Various tools for ice treatment

Watering can, order nr. - 210170

Bucket
For mixing snow paste for ice treatment and repair.

Bucket, order nr. - 210180

Trowel
For mixing snow paste and for giving and smoothing it 
onto the ice surface.

Trowel, order nr. - 210190

Smoothing trowel  
For levelling out repaired spots (reduces also danger 
of accidents on the ice)

Smoothing trowel, order nr. - 210200Wheel barrow
Multiple uses!

Helps with transporting new snow amounts from the ice 
rink for instance when using the “Silverstar” ice resur-
facing machine, the planed off ice shavings must be 
removed from the ice surface with the wheel barrow.

Wheel barrow, order nr. - 210210
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Accessories for the Ice Makers

Working clothes for the 
Ice Makers
Ice Maker- Jacket Berlin
Our original Scandinavian Blousonjacket made of re-
silent bearnylon has been made to resist the worst 
weather conditions.

Due to its practical Bluson-shape it fits perfectly while 
operating Ice Resurfacers, etc. It comes with a small 
mobile phone bag integrated as well as outer sleeve 
pockets, inner sleeve pockets sleeve pockets and 
ribbed knit sleeves at wrist and waist.

Material: 60% cotton, 40% nylon; lining: 60% Polyacryl, 
40% Polyester, washable at 40°C

Ice Maker-Flap trouser

Our flap trousers for Ice Makers are very comfortable 
and offer the best possible freedom of movement, due 
to stretch-units near waist and back. It also has a lot of 
useful bags for pencils, documents, tools and measure 
devices. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% nylon; lining: 60% Polyacryl, 
40% Polyester, washable at 40°C

Ice Maker-Pants

Our stretch trouser has a belt and a lot of useful bags. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% nylon; lining: 60% Polyacryl, 
40% Polyester, washable at 40°C

Ice Maker - Jacket Berlin, order nr. - 210220

Ice Maker-Flap trouser, order nr. - 210230
Ice Maker-Pants, order nr. - 210240
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Accessories for the Ice Makers

Working clothes for the 
Ice Maker

Safety Boots

Ice Maker-Winter Jacket

Especially when it’s raining in winter you will be glad to 
wear one when working outdoors. 

This water-, oil- and gasolineproof jacket keeps you 
warm and dry during all weather conditions. Material: 
100% cotton with Polyurethan-coating, lining: 100% 
Polyacryl 

Our Safety-boots for Ice Makers are made of calf 
leather and have steel caps. Its special sole prevent 
sliping-accidents caused by wetness or oil. 

They are proof against chemicals, oils and animal fat.

Safety Winter Boots
Our safety-winter-boots for winter operations come 
equipped with safety-caps, are sliding-proof, water proof 
and have a warm winter-insole so your feet don’t get 
cold when working on ice surfaces.

Ice Maker-Winter Jacket, order nr. - 210250

Safety Boots, order nr. - 210260
Safety Winter Boots, order nr. - 210270
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Suck-Pump-System 
for Glycol
For fast filling and emptying of pipes of/with glycol.

The vacuum pump system is mainly used for portable 
ice rinks.

Items:  good, strong, solid
 vacuum pump system
 Aluminium pipe coupling

Connection: Camlock connections 2”
Output: water column approx. 3500 mm

strong vacuum motor, powerful pumps
Electricity:  220 V
Weight: approx. 55 kg
Filter: MIT Filter
Special: cover over the pump so that

leaking glycol does not run
 into the pump

Electricity:  EURO plug
Suck-Pump-System for Glycol, order nr. - 210280
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Accessories for the Ice Makers
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Vacuum Pump, flat sucking

Pump for vacuuming out permanent ice rinks during the 
thawing process at season’s end. Also suitable for pum-
ping out rainwater from outdoor rinks. 

Waste water submersible pump in block design of 
corrosion-resistant, impact-proof plastic and high 
quality stainless steel. 

- Vacuums out at up to approx. 1 mm 
- Suction approx. 1.5 cm 
- Motor winding with installed thermal 
 winding protection.
- Sealed with mechanical seal and additional 
 shaft seal
- Vertical discharge coupling 1” AG with hose 
 connection DN 25 
- Integrated check valve 
- Degree of protection IP68 (fully floodable) 
- Operating temperature of 40 °C (briefly up to 90 °C)

Vacuum Pump, flat sucking, order nr. - 210290



Ice Maker Training Course

For our customers we organise Ice Maker schoolings 
on a regular basis. Participants will get a certificate after 
the participation. 

The following pionts will be gone through:

1. Refrigeration engineering basics
2. Ice making and treatment
3. Maintenance and service for Ice Resurfacers

Ice Maker Training Course, order nr. - 211310
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Ice Maker Training Course

Use our experience by continuosly educating your employees.
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Ice Rink Management 
Schooling

Our annual Ice Rink Management schooling at Ice 
Business is made for existing and interested customers.

In various lectures, courses and workshops important 
knowledge for preparing Ice Rink-projects will be given. 

Important parts that will be discussed are, e.g. 
marketing, energy management, risk management and 
everything else that is required nowadays to lead an Ice 
Rink to succes in today’s economic circumstances.

Additionally the event is especially attractive in terms of 
meeting and talking to other Ice Rink managers.

Ice Rink Management Schooling, order nr. - 211320
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Our Ice Makers can be booked for several days, weeks and even over month.

With our employee hiring service, we solve 
short-term personnel problems and make our 
trained and experienced ice technicians 
available to you. 

As we are operating Ice Rinks ourselves, you 
will then profit from our experience and be 
taught our Know-how.  

Whether due to vacation, illness or other per-
sonnel need, we can quickly find an available 
ice maker who is knowledgeable in all areas of 
ice rink operations. 

Our ice makers can be reserved for days, 
weeks or several months.

A good ice technician is not so easy to find on short notice.

Our qualified technicians with years of expe-
rience in ice rink operations such as ice treat-
ment, maintenance and repair of ice resurfacing 
machines, and operating and monitoring refri-
geration machines, can help you overcome 
personnel bottlenecks.

We can also help with training your staff for a
grand opening. Of course, you can order our 
personnel in conjunction with a rented, portable 
ice rink.  

For this our ice maker takes care of the ordered 
equipment and provides technical ice treatment 
and monitoring of the refrigeration system.

Temporary Ice Makers

Temporary Ice Makers, order nr. - 210300
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Ice in the City!

Realising a succesful IceRink-Project can be 
possible even if you do not have the capacity to 
run an Ice Rink or do not have the experience 
to plan one. 

Even if your budget for an Ice Sakting Event is 
low, we will find a solution for you. 

Being an experienced and reliable partner, the 
Ice Business GmbH can take over operating the 
Ice Rink for the whole duration. 

We will help you with the first planning phase 
right away.

Low budget or no capacities? We get your Ice Rink-Project going. Choose our 
services for operating your Ice Rink.

We will find the ideal place for your Ice Rink and 
plan everything to your needs according to size, 
time, required equipment etc. 

Additionally, we will provide you with extensive 
infomaterial, which will give you a small over-
view about what will have to be done in the
future. 

Our “script for succesful IceRink-Projects” will 
be your guide to orientate yourself at any time 
or phase of your project.

Operating Ice Rinks

Ice in the City, order nr. - 220010
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Operating Ice Rinks

Ice Show Agency

Due to our decades long activity in the ice business we 
have already been chosen a couple of times to deliver 
ice to world-class Ice-Shows. 

For instance for Katarina Witt and her show “Dancing 
on Ice”, for the Ice-Show “Qi” on the biggest threatre-
stage of the world, Friedrichsstadt-palace, or for 
Stephen Wheeler’s “Fantasy on Ice” in Abu Dhabi. 

Because of these colloborations we have the necessary 
contacts to provide you with professional Ice Shows.

Additionally, our contacts to local professional ice-
skaters enable us to produce Ice-Shows with a smaller 
budget. 

For instance for Grand Openings, Christmas or other 
events.

Ice Show Agency, order nr. - 220020
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Operating Ice Rinks

Providing a Coach for 
Figure Skating

Providing Trainers for 
Ice Skating School

There is hardly a sport more graceful than figure 
skating. If you want to offer courses on your Ice Rink, 
we have the necessary contacts to, for instance, ex-
professional skaters who would love to share their 
skills. 

Actually no ice rink should lack an ice skating school. 
Our team takes care of small and large beginners, 
shows the many fascinations that ice skating contains 
and helps advanced skaters refine their technique. 

Our coaches provide several courses for kids, adults 
and families – beginners and advanced – ice dancing, 
figure skating and ice hockey. 

Providing a Coach for Figure Skating, order nr. - 220040

Providing Trainers for Ice Skating School, order nr. - 220050

Providing Ice Hockey 
Coaches/Trainers
Due to our various contacts in the ice hockey sector 
we’d happily provide you with an ice hockey coach/
trainer. 

Even small ice rinks can be used as training grounds 
for youth teams. For instance the 600m² ice rink we 
built in the Nairobi Skycenter in Kenia is now home to 
two hobby ice hockey teams.

Providing Ice Hockey Coaches/Trainers, order nr. - 220030
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Operating Ice Rinks

Workbook / 
Sponsoring Concepts

Website and Social 
Networks

Our script titled “The Path to a Successful Ice Rink" is 
really worth its weight in gold for ice rink beginners!

It takes you through the five phases in detail

1. Orientation
2. Preparation
3. Execution
4. Operation
5. Evaluation

and contains many appendix, such as templates for 
writing to sponsors, sponsor concepts, contracts for 
sponsors, communications plan, organisational schema, 
sample budget, etc.

After reserving an ice rink, we support you by designing 
a professional, self-manageable website (CMS) for your 
ice rink and creating a social network on Facebook for 
your ice rink.

You will be able to present your ice rink on your website 
in detail with schedules, menus, events, pictures etc. 

On Facebook you can build a community of fans in the 
internet and inform them of current themes and events 
on your ice rink. For younger clientele, it is unthinkable 
without Facebook as sales channel for your ice rink.

Workbook / Sponsoring Concepts, order nr. - 220060

Facebook Social Networks, order nr. - 220080

Website, order nr. - 220070

Website, order nr. - 220070
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Webcam

Gaming Machines

Especially popular for ice rinks is a webcam installed on 
your website giving a view of the going-on at and around 
the ice rink. We recommend our remote-controlled 
webcam with dome housing.

The innovative and sturdy dome housing offers pro-
tection from water, dust, sunlight, and low temperatures.

Pre-assembled heating elements and fans allow for 
operation of the camera in temperatures of up to -30 °C.  
The image stays sharp in all conditions.

The cam is controllable by visitors to the website and 
with zoom. Users stay on the website longer, and it 
creates a space for online advertising for your sponsors.

3 year guarantee!

Super CheXX takes the player right into the action-
packed world of ice hockey. The G-rated arcade 
machine with digital display screen for games status 
and remaining playing time is designed for a long 
service life and has top light as well as an automatic 
puck return.

Super CheXX is great for ice rinks, recreational centres, 
and restaurants.

The acquisition costs are quickly amortised.

Skating Rules

The skating rules regulate how to behave on the ice 
surface and the whole rink. 

The skating rules have to be placed on a wall and have 
to be well visible to every visitor. 

Skating Rules, order nr. - 220100

Webcam, order nr. - 220090

Gaming Machines, order nr. - 220110
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Flyers 

Displays / Advertising 
banners

Upon request, we can undertake the creation of 
advertising flyers for your ice rink.

This two-line series is designed to be used indoors.  

The ticker in this series should not be used in strong 
lighting. The housing is black and only usable indoors.
All models in this series have a pixel pitch of 15.24 mm, 
a character height of 110 or 230 mm, which corres-
ponds to a maximum reading distance of approx. 
45 to 90 m.

It has a total height of 31.5 cm, depth of 9 cm, and is 
available in different lengths.

TOP-VIDEO infomaster
Programmable, portable LED-greeting and -information 
display with floor stand housing on rollers.

Portable, graphics and video capable.

TOP-Videoinfomaster is a video display on rollers.Due 
to its compact size it can be used nicely in ice rink foyer 
areas and outdoors, for uses such as customer stopper 
or visitor information. 

The device is weatherproof and equipped with high 
luminosity.  

Flyers, order nr.- 220120

Promotional articles
We have suitable promotional articles for ice rinks in 
our product line

TOP-VIDEO infomaster, order nr. - 220150

Display banner, order nr. - 220140

Promotional articles, order nr. - 220130
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Arena First Aid Kit

Of course, every ice rink needs a sports case for first 
aid measures.

Small injuries can be treated instantly. Inclusice is a 
spezial device to install it easily on the wall.

Person Guidance Systems
Stable design:

Stainless steel stands with heavy base.
Four way strap cassette with 3 fold belt uptake on each 
post for set up variations in different angles to one 
another.

With automatic mechanical belt winding. Tough nylon 
belt in black or red.

Material: 

- Chromed stainless steel. 
- Total weight:  approx. 12.5 kg
- Dimensions: height 100 cm
- Diameter: approx. 32 cm
- Belt width:  approx. 5 cm
- Maximum belt extended length:  approx. 300 cm
- Belt extension length:  approx. 280 cm

Operating Ice Rinks

Arena First Aid Kit, order nr. - 220180

Person/guidance system, order nr. - 220170
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Massage and Lying Bank / 
Stretcher
Our massage- and lying bank made out of steel has 
foldable feet, height-switchable head-piece, is padded
and covered with leather. 

Deck-height approx. 68cm, lying-height approx 
190x70cm.

The Stretcher is made out of light steel and foldable, 
according to the regulations.

Size: 230x56x14 cm

Defibrillator

The AED HeartStart defibrillator will guide you via clear, 
natural sounding voice commands through the ne-
cessary steps and thus guides you on your way to 
Cardiopulmonary resuscitation. 

It realizes what kind of measure you are currently using 
and quickly adapts to it. To make learning easier, it 
comes together with schooling material. 

The device tests itself and is thus ready whenever you 
need it. We strongly recommend getting a defibrillator. 

The so called “sudden cardiac death” is the no.1 cause 
of death in western countries. Those lives can be saved 
quickly and efficiently with AED.

Operating Ice Rinks

Lying Bank, order nr. - 220200
Stretcher, order nr. - 220210
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Tentsystems: Pagoda

Tentsystems: Big tent
 

Diameter:  8, 00 m
Corners:     6
Eaves:         2, 38m
Ridge height:   6, 96 m 
Foodprint:   42m²

Consists of: 

Scaffolding and tarpaulins PVC white, curtains 
divided in parts.

Scaffolding: 

Anodized aluminumcore slot profil.

Tarpaulins: 

Polyester fabric coated on both sides, high polish, 
translucent, flame retardant according to DIN 4102 
B1/M2 Weight approx. 630 g/m²

Wingspan:  up to 50,00m 
Eaves:  up to 04,00m
Ridge height:  up to 12,12m

Consists of: 

Scaffolding and tarpaulins PVC white, curtains 
divided in parts.

Scaffolding: 

Anodized aluminumcore slot profil.

Tarpaulins: 

Polyester fabric coated on both sides, high polish, 
translucent, flame retardant according to DIN 4102 
B1/M2 Weight approx. 630 g/m²

Tentsystems: Pagoda, order nr. - 190010

Tentsystems: Big tent, order nr. - 190020
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Tentsystems: Dome

Tentsystems: Big tent 
with glass-walls

Wingspan:  up to 10,00m
Eaves:  up to 02,38m
Ridge height:  up to 04,00m 

Consists of: 

Scaffolding and tarpaulins PVC white, curtains 
divided in parts.

Scaffolding: 

Anodized aluminumcore slot profil.

Tarpaulins: 

Polyester fabric coated on both sides, high polish, 
translucent, flame retardant according to DIN 4102 
B1/M2 Weight approx. 630 g/m²

Tentsystems: Dome, order nr. - 190030 

Wingspan:  up to 50,00m 
Eaves:  up to 04,00m
Ridge height:  up to 12,12m

Consists of: 

Scaffolding and tarpaulins PVC white, curtains 
divided in parts.

Scaffolding: 

Anodized aluminumcore slot profil.

Tarpaulins: 

Polyester fabric coated on both sides, high polish, 
translucent, flame retardant according to DIN 4102 
B1/M2 Weight approx. 630 g/m²

Tentsystems: Big tent with glass-walls, order nr. - 190040
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Whether you are selling or buying, Ice Business 
is your intermediary for new and used ice rinks 
and ice rink equipment. 

Our exclusive service optimises the value of 
used ice rink equipment since we create direct 
contact between buyers and sellers. 

Buyers quickly find all that they need to start 
their ice rink. Sellers find a market for their used 
items when they are ready to update their 
systems.

Sales and Purchase of Used Materials / Online Portal

http://www.icebusiness.de/Used-Equipment

- used refrigeration systems
- used ice resurfacing machines
- used dasher board systems
- used skates
- used skate sharpening machines
- etc.

The financial start to building an ice rink, such as in 
smaller communities, can be significantly reduced.

Auto E-Mail Alerts
You will automatically be notified by email if current 
used items with photos and description are up-
loaded in product categories of interest to you.

Used Rink Equipment

Sales and Purchase of Used Materials / Online Portal
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GETTING IN TOUCH WITH ICE BUSINESS IS EASY!

SEND US AN EMAIL:
OFFICE@ICEBUSINESS.DE

WE ARE HAPPY TO TAKE YOUR ORDER 
AND ENQUIRIES OVER THE PHONE AS
WELL.

JUST CALL US! 
TEL. +49 (0) 941 464488 0

GET MORE INFORMATION ON THE 
INTERNET AT: 
HTTP://WWW.ICEBUSINESS.DE
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM OUR INTER-
NET SHOP AT:
HTTP://WWW.ICESHOP24.COM

Best consulting
Request a proposal! We look forward to helping you.
Our technical team processes your enquiry as quickly as possible. 
We are happy to advise you.

On time delivery
All in-stock products can usually be shipped out on the same day as the 
order is received. The regular delivery time for equipment and replacement 
products is about two weeks. Let us know your desired delivery date, and we 
will send the items to you by the most efficient and economical mode of 
transportation. 

In certain cases, we send you a proposal for the freight to coordinate the 
cost with you.
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